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The starting point of one of the most beautiful
ski runs in the Alps and doubtless the most
perfect one in the Bernese Oberland is reached
from Wengen in 7 minutes.
Beside the easy wide open slopes with plenty
of powder snow, well cared runs for courses
are always kept open.
Drop of altitude 4500ft. over a distance of
about 7 miles. Ski-lift Lager - Mannlichen,
good snow conditions even in April.

Aerial Ropeway

Special Aeroplane service for skiing
in the high mountains
Many starting points for the longest and most
beautiful skiruns in the high mountains of the
Jungfrau area, which before could only be approached by long and toilsome ascents on ski
reached now with aeroplanes taking off from
Mannlichen with trained glacier pilots.
Some of these beautiful glacier runs are:
Petersgrat-Stechelberg (Lauterbrunnen Valley),
Ebnefluh - Hollandia Hut - Blatten, Fiescherhorn - Finsteraarhorn Hut - Fiesch, Rosenegg Rosenlaui - Meiringen.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
Your articles, letters, photographs and drawings are needed to amuse and instruct your fellowmembers.
Please send your contributions for the Journal to the Hon. Editor, DHO Journal, Lodwick, Monxton,
Hants SP11 8AW, NOT LATER THAN 1st JULY, 1994.
Illustrations provided by: Tim Ashburner, Ingie Christophersen, Huw Alban Davies, Angus Dixon,
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Best Wishes to the D.H.O.
for a Successful and Secure
Year in 1994.
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DOWNHILL ONLY
BEING THE ANNUAL JOURNAL OF THE DOWNHILL ONLY CLUB
WHICH WAS FOUNDED IN WENGEN ON 7™ FEBRUARY 1925.
HON. EDITOR : BRIGADIER D. F. RYAN, LODWICK, MONXTON, HAMPSHIRE
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CONTACT WITH THE WENGEN OFFICE
For those of you who want to check snow conditions before you leave for Wengen, Paul mans his
office daily, except Sundays, from 5.00 p.m. local time to around 6.00 p.m. His telephone number
is: 010 41 36 55 13 75 assuming you are calling from the United Kingdom.
NEW MEMBERS
It is our intention to print a list of all those who have joined the Club in the preceding season in
the Club Notes of the Journal. We start the process with this issue, and we are proud to welcome
them to the DHO.
THE LIST OF MEMBERS
You will remember that we asked you to let us have your first or given names some time ago so
that we could include them in the List of Members. The results of this trawl are shown this year.
The purpose of this innovation was to provide a service to those members who have fallible memories
like me. If your first name is not included, and you wish it to be, then please let Michael Brunner,
the Membership Secretary, know. The names of new members will always be shown with first names,
since we have this information on the latest Membership Application.
BRITISH SKI JUMPING
It gives me a lot of pleasure to tell you something about British Ski Jumping and its prime mover,
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IMPERIAL LONDON HOTELS LIMITED
IMPERIAL

PRESIDENT

BEDFORD

TAVISTOCK

COUNTY

ROYAL NATIONAL

The Imperial Hotel with 450 bedrooms and
Conference rooms to suit all occasions.

President Hotel

Tavistock Hotel

All Hotels are centrally located and competitively priced.
4,500 beds:

Singles £47 to £60

Twins £59 to £72

inclusive of English breakfast, service and VAT
All bedrooms with private bathroom, direct-dial telephone and satellite TV
Shortbreak holiday weekend promotions, tailored conference packages.
New Royal National Conference Suite — over 15,000 sq. ft.
WINE BY THE CASE
Specially imported from our own vineyard in Lussac St. Emilion,
Bordeaux
Chateaux La Croix de Grezard from £44 per case including delivery in
London. For details ring the Banqueting Division.
Central Reservations and information
071-278 7871
Telex: 263 951 Rusimp London

Banqueting Division:
071-837 3655

Fax: 071-837 4653

ILH Swiss Representative: Zurich (01) 251 2570

Telex: 816479 M C O CH

Rates subject to alteration without notice
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Tim Ashburner. Tim is of course a member of the Club, he joined in 1954, is a holder of the Gold
Badge, and the SCGB Racing Lion.
Tim is searching for a ski jump site in Great Britain, and as I write this he is more hopeful than
he was. Negotiations are in train between the BSF and various bodies in Scotland and the north
of England.
The next Winter Olympics are at Lillehammer in Norway in 1994. On present form Tim has two
ski jumpers who are likely to qualify under the very strict rules now in force. The DHO wish him
luck and we will do our best to keep you informed of progress in the Journal.
The Ski Jumping Newsletter, edited by Tim, features Adidas and Badedas, the two 'birds on the
side'. A sample cartoon is on this page, and there is another elsewhere in the Journal.

Adidas
LETTER FROM THE
BRITISH
OLYMPIC
ASSOCIATION

a*o(

• • THAT THE B.O.A. ?
WE'RE NOT
TWIN*
THIS LYING
bOWN !

~\\

Badedas
^ • • TERRIBLY SORRY
)BUT
WE CANNOT
\ CHANGE OUR
/ POSITION

//> e

(r/r-c/j-

o^i

ALL HEN EVER THINK ABOUT
I IS THEIR POSITION. OUR LADS
\HAVE BEEN TRYING TO GET
HORIZONTAL
FOR YEARS !

IT SAYS • "UE WANT
NO MORE FRHUDS
IN THE OLYMPIC
SKI JUMPING
•••"

A BEACON OF EXCELLENCE
In our struggle to keep this journal in its well-earned place as a patron of the arts, I am delighted
to tell you all about Janey King, a member, and what is more important an author. Janey writes
under the pseudonym of Rosie Thomas, and has eight novels to her credit.
Her most recent novel, Other People's Marriages, published by Michael Joseph, was in the shops
on 1st July, and is according to one critic, a tale of "the ongoing impasse between the sexes...".
Janey has offered to help me with the Journal, and I'm stuck somewhere between excitement and
horror at having my feeble artifices laid bare.
THE SHOAL BAY MOTEL
Julian Marie, a member, writing to let us know that he was unable to attend the AGM, mentioned
that he was the owner of the Shoal Bay Motel, and the Villas Amalfi, located on the beautiful Shoal
Bay, a mere 150 miles north of Sydney, NSW, Australia, and I quote Julian when he says that in
Australia 150 miles is "a relatively short distance".
The motel is on a clean and sheltered beach, and has self-contained apartments with magnificent
views over the bay. DHO Members are very welcome and Julian will offer them a discount of 20%
of his normal tariffs.
His address is, Shoal Bay Motel, Beachfront, Shoal Bay, NSW 2315, Australia.
(Telephone: (049) 81 1744).
THE 1937 DHO JOURNAL
Through the kindness of a sailing friend, I have recently been given a copy of the second Journal
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to be printed: Vol 1, No 2. The advertisements at the front of the magazine carry copy for "The
Daily Telegraph and Morning Post Ski Weather Reports, obtained from the Continent with the Ski
Club of Great Britain", "The Regina Hotel, a real English home abroad", Molitor, the Wengernalp
and Jungfrau Railways, the Terminus-Silberhorn Hotel, ("Full Pension rate Fr 10.50 to Fr 1 3 - " )
and of course the Hotel Eiger, then as now, ' 'The meeting-place for the Members of the DHO and
the Wengen Ski Club."
Almost at once in the Editorial the editor, K D Foster, writes slightly defensively that the badge
is to be changed again. He states that the old badge "originated from designedly comic pencil sketches
made by the writer of this Editorial for members of the Wengen team to wear in the first team-race
against the Kandahar...a new generation who point out that strangers...see only a highly pictorial
design that is old-fashioned in comparison to the neat arrangements of initials that are in favour now."
He goes on to say that, "Even with the new badge, future generations will have to contend with
tradition to some extent, because it will always be necessary to explain to strangers why 'Downhill
Only' should have been abbreviated to 'DHO' instead of ' D O ' , a thought that should be a source
of sardonic satisfaction to the Old Guard."
The rest of the Journal is full of nuggets of information about our elders, and will be quarried
in due course.
LAWS OF THE MURPHY AND PARKINSON
I was speaking to Keith Room in that comfortable way that you can speak to Keith, when we got
onto the subject of trains and the apparently random convention that sends the Wengen train out
of Scheidegg just as the one from Grund, in which you are sitting is drawing into the station. I should
add that this never happens when conditions are good but only when Lauberhorn and 'over the
shoulder' is iced up and the Rat Run looks and feels like Rotten Row.
He opined that this was a greater system of conventions than I had imagined and that it could
properly be elevated into an annexe to Murphy's Law, which states that if a thing can go wrong,
it will go very wrong. You will understand that I am bowdlerising the wording so as not to jeopardise
the 'suitable-for-all-the-family' grading of this journal.
He then suggested that in general, any arrangement made in the DHO office 'happy hour' between
5 - 6 p.m. will be reversed the following morning, and that this sort of plan on its route to reversal,
will undergo one more modification than the number of members who originally made it. He offered
tentatively the rider that even if the group gets itself disentangled from 'at the Eiger steps' and
'10 o'clock Mannlichen bubble', then when they come to split to follow different routes to an agreed
rendezvous, all will fail to make it. I observed that it needs a consensus to decide on a rendezvous;
and that when the consensus has at long last been reached, someone will say, ' 'alternatively...." and
so re-open the debate. This leads a party leader to distraction.
We returned to transport and the obstacle course of loading skis on one of the older trains. He
was quite confident that on every occasion that you loaded your skis on one side, the doors on the
other would be the only ones to open. There is a neat little follow-up to this proposition, and that
is that by the time you have lumbered down the length of the train on one side and struggled round
to the other side of the ski-wagon, then the doors on the original side will open as well.
We lightly touched on racing, and agreed that there was a good deal of field-work to do here before
we came to any firm conclusions. However we did tentatively consider that Chaos Theory was antedated by participating in DHO races, and that as a starting point we might assume that a notified
start-time would come and go while competitors were still arriving, saying things like; "I thought
you meant the other side of the Ladies' H u t , " or "Can my granny race? She is frightfully keen and
always meant to join the D H O . "
It took but a glass or two of Fendant to roam from Murphy to Parkinson. This latter law states
that work expands to fill the time available for its completion. This at first glance could have little
or no significance to the DHO, who are well-known for their laid-back attitude to work and especially
written work as I as editor can vouchsafe. We did agree that perhaps observation of the Committee
at work might enable us to say, with reservations, that the agenda at a Committee meeting is usually
talked round until the note-taker's last train has left. We both agreed that this was a study that would
bear some case-work and that we would make a date to meet at Wengen next February to disclose
our initial findings, always supposing that a compound case of Murphy's Law didn't vary the
arrangement!
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SKI HIGH SCHOOL
The Hon Editor, DHO Journal
Dear Sir,
I was very interested to read "Downhill Dilemma", by Tom Walduck, in your last edition. Ski High School
has, of course, been addressing the problems he highlights, for the last five years. It is very much an "Uphill"
task.
Our objective is to become a first class ski academy training young British racers, and maintaining their
academic progress within the British educational system.
To a large extent we have already been successful with many students progressing to the British, English,
Scottish or university teams, and also achieving the desired examination results. However results could still
be better, and we must become much more firmly established if we are going to satisfy parental concern
about academic achievement, which, as Tom so rightly points out, is critical to the objective.
The bottom line is, inevitably, cash. Ski High School operates on a fee paying basis, with scholarship
support given as and when possible, so basic running costs are covered. However investment, particularly
in a suitable property, must be found in order to expand. Such investment is not practical commercially,
but beneficial investment would be secured against assets and rewarded with interest payments as agreed.
I was interested to note Tom's assessment of cost for the frenetic option of training at every conceivable
term-time break: thereabouts £4,000. Ski High School is not cheap, but four/five months of uninterrupted
training, racing and living in the Alps comes in at about £6,000. That includes tutoring and 'Home from
Home' care and concern. It should never need to be more expensive, and with the economy of scale it should
be possible to attract more grant support and assist more deserving cases.
To conclude; the objective Tom highlights is within our grasp! The DHO can take much credit for this:
founder students Sacha Zvegintzov, Ed Goodacre and James Howard are all DHO members, as are new
British Team members Kelly Morris and Tim Fawke. I sympathise with his wish to see such a school in
Wengen (Ingie has told me that I should buy Le Manoir!) but France is the logical place to continue.
Nevertheless I look forward to our continued links with the DHO.
Yours faithfully,
Malcolm Howard.

(Ski High School Continued)
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Malcolm Howard Esq.,
Ski High School, Limited,
17 Cedar Road,
Weybridge, Surrey KT13 8NY
Dear Mr Howard,
I was very interested to receive the current prospectus for Ski High School and leam of its success.
Although aware of its existence I regret I did insufficient research prior to writing my article. This should
clearly have made reference to Ski High School which, as you rightly pointed out in your letter to Paddy
Ryan, has addressed many of the problems raised in my article.
My initial purpose in writing was the hope of stirring some debate within the Club. It may not have achieved
that but I would like to include your letter in whole or in part in our next Journal with details of how interested
parties can get the information they require about the school. Like myself I am sure there are many parents
who would wish to know more.
Sadly I have to agree with your summary that the location of a school such as yours has to be in France.
With the DHO being solely Wengen-based I fear it's role will primarily be that of talent spotting and training
within the holiday periods in the way that we currently do.
I would however be interested in exploring the possibility of making awards from our racing funds which
might enable promising club members to fulfil their potential by joining the school perhaps as a DHO scholar!
This need not necessarily compromise our Club identity which is always something which (quite rightly)
worries Ingie.
I look forward to meeting you perhaps at some skiing function to learn more of your very worth-while project.
Yours sincerely,
Tom Walduck.
CLUB DATABASE
The Editor
DHO Journal
Dear Sir,
May I occupy a small section of print to advise members about two initiatives that are under consideration
and in respect of which I should be pleased to have members' comments.
Firstly, I am exploring the possibility of issuing membership cards to members, with the aim, amongst
others, of enabling members to claim a discount on abonnements in Wengen on presentation of the card.
Obviously, there will be some additional cost to the club in issuing cards and additional time involved in
administering these too. Accordingly, I have proposed to the committee that cards should only be issued to
members who are willing to pay their subscriptions by direct debit. Since the work involved in dealing with
subscriptions paid by other means is considerably heavier than that for payments by direct debit I feel that
this is not an unreasonable proposal, but I would welcome members' views.
A change to the date on which the Hon Treasurer takes the subscriptions would also need to be made
if the membership cards are to be issued in time for the start of the skiing season each year, bearing in mind
the time it takes to enter the data concerning subscription direct debit payments. I hope that members would
not feel it unreasonable if subscriptions became payable by 1 September if the membership card scheme bears
fruit.
I am discussing the scheme with the Jungfrau Region railways and hope to be able to make a futher
announcement later.
The next proposal that has been put to me concerns use of the membership list. At the moment, members'
addresses are not generally available to other members although, from time to time, the addresses have been
published in the Journal. It has been suggested that groups of members in the same area might like to arrrange
occasional social gatherings. Clearly, members would need to have an address list in order to do this. However,
concern has been expressed that the issuing of a list of addresses to members is open to abuse in the form
of commercial use of the list. I feel strongly that the club should not be prepared to give out addresses without
a clear undertaking from the member requesting the list that it would be used only for club purposes and
not for any commerical activities. However, this is not a complete safeguard against abuse, even though
certain measures can be taken to ensure that any breach of the undertaking can be detected. Therefore, before
the availability of the address list to members is discussed further by the Committee, I should like to canvass
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members' opinions and ask those with any views on the matter to write to me at the address shown elsewhere
in the Journal.
Yours faithfully,
Michael Brunner
Hon Editor,
DHO Journal.
Dear Editor,
I much enjoyedyour 1992 Editorial, in whichyou touched on the arcane procedures of army administration.
This you concluded with the expectation of being able to 'rest on your arms reversed.' Now I am one of
those who have completed their original engagement to serve for threescore years and ten, and who are now
on indefinite leave. So I have some unease as to the target of this final funerary detail!
More seriously, I turn to another of your editorial references, the club database. Could this now be utilised
to include in the Journal from time to time the addresses as well as the names of members. I believe that
a number of members would appreciate this besides
your downhill heading servant
Keith Room.
(Comment from the Editor: we had planned to make Members' addresses available to Members, but so
far we have not found a safe way of doing this without breaking the Data Protection Act. See previous letter).
CONVERTS TO WENGEN
(The Editor reprints below the contents of a postcard sent to him from Wengen in March 1993 by two old
friends who had not previously skied in the resort).
"We adore it here and I never want to go anywhere else. The snow is so good it makes it
all seem so easy. We have been up to Mannlichen and up the Lauberhom, and you can still
get back to the village. Also we love the hotel (the Eiger). Love Honor and David."
SPRING TOUR
Dear Paddy,
I am sorry that there is no report of this year's Spring Tour, the reason being, simply we had to cancel
due to adverse weather conditions.
We were due to leave for Switzerland on Friday, one member starting on Thursday evening to enable
him to have time to buy a new pair of skis, twenty minutes before his departure he received a telephone
call from me with the news that the trip was cancelled. Three weeks later we tried again. Vaughan Gaskell
collected me and we drove down to Essex to stay over night with Paddy Hollington: during dinner that
evening Anne rang to say Adolf had rung to say the forecast for the week had taken a very rapid decline
so once more we called the tour off.
On both occasions the weather during the ensuing week lived up to the forecast so I feel we took the correct
decision by staying at home. Some may think we are only fine weather skiers!
May I take this opportunity to try and dispel the idea that the tourers are an elite clique section of the
Club. There are about one hundred members who regularly enjoy skiing off-piste, and we will always welcome
any members to come and ski with us and try the experience of skiing untracked snow. I feel we are very
lucky to have had the opportunity of skiing those wonderful areas of the mountainside that are not main
ski runs, but realise that as the numbers of skiers increase we are all going to be very much more confined
in the future and so I would urge those who feel the desire to come and ski with us before it is too late.
Yours sincerely
Johnny Webster.
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FALKEN-HOTEL 3823 WENGEN
Propr: Fam. E. Cova
Telefon 036/56 51 21 Telefax 036/55 33 39 Telex 923 231

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Hotel with atmosphere in Wengen
Longtime favourite with the British
Best view and best position in winter and summer
Excellent cuisine (mentioned by Gault & Millau)
Pianobar
Large lounges
Turn of the century furniture with all modern comforts
All rooms with direct telephone and minibars
Most of the rooms with bath/shower & WC and balconies.
We look forward to welcoming you
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
AGM- 9th JUNE 1993
First may I welcome everyone here today; with temperatures running at the level they have this week,
it is hard to concentrate on skiing matters.
The good news and really there is no counterbalancing bad news is that the Club is in good heart.
We signed on some 160 new members in 1992 and are on course for a repeat performance this
year. This gives us a membership of over 1500 and nearly all paying the new £20 subscription. For
all this hard work and chasing around we have our Membership Secretary, Mike Brunner, to thank.
Getting the money in is only one side of the coin and again Norman Currie, our Treasurer, has
done sterling (no pun intended) service in controlling our expenditure and maintaining healthy bank
balances.
The main outflow of cash for the Club is of course our training, most ably managed by Ingie
Christophersen who has achieved remarkable results with our trainees. So good have these been that
we are in danger of having them poached by the ESC who are able to hold out the carrot of membership
of the English squad and thereby putting great pressure on the loyalties of our junior members.
Other items of expenditure include the Journal which has been transformed under Paddy Ryan's
stewardship, but I know he is always looking for articles, photographs, anecdotes and advertising
to maintain the high quality content. Please don't leave it all to Paddy — not that he can't cope with
that situation!
The joint dance with the Kandahar in November was something of a disappointment not just for
Evie Bowyer, who put in a lot of hard work to get it organised, but for the Club's finances which
suffered a small loss. This we shared with the Kandahar.
It has been decided not to hold a dance this year but look at the possibility of having a party in
Wengen for the 70th anniversary of the Macmillan Cup.
This demonstrates what a closely knit organisation the DHO is as it leads me conveniently onto
the Club Cup Racing Programme and the tremendous input generally of our Wengen Secretary Paul
Zvengintzov and his wife Maree.
Despite the inconsistent weather pattern and our poor exchange rate, which one might have expected
would limit the number of DHO members in Wengen, Paul managed to hold 13 well attended races
this year, two of which were new events although the rope race was apparently held some twenty
years ago. Frankly I'm too young to remember!
In addition to the racing, Paul again exceeded our expectations in the way he has most ably and
enthusiastically got involved in all aspects of the Club's Wengen activities.
Amongst these has been a watching brief on our Coggins who have been most capably run by Michelle
Currie for a number of years. Michelle now wishes to hand these demanding reins to someone else.
The other major item that has exercised the Committee for, I think, the last two years has been the
question of badges and awards. Despite some reservations a sub-committee of Club Officers put forward
a proposal for reorganisation which the Committee would like you to vote for today later on this
Agenda. We have tried hard to address the very real concerns expressed by some members and I
hope achieved a reasonable compromise.
Freddie Whitelaw has produced proofs and designs for badges to meet what we expect will be a
healthy demand in the wake of the new proposals.
To all the Officers and Committee members I have mentioned and those I have not, I offer the
Club's thanks for all your hard work, but particulary to Jenny Alban Davies for her highly organised
secretarial skills!
The only remaining items I would like to mention are the proposed presentation to Roland Hirni
of a'gift to mark his retirement, at the end of this year. He has always been a most generous and
enthusiastic supporter of our Club.
Secondly, we are to mark the 100th Anniversary of the WAB Railway with a carved wooden
presentation plaque designed by Paul, and Henry Lockhart but not, I believe, carved personally.
Finally I would like to draw your attention to the summer evening get-together that has been arranged
for the Club Members at Ingie's family home near Lewes in Sussex on July 3rd. Last year we were
blessed with idyllic weather and all who came thoroughly enjoyed themselves. We thought this year
we would broaden the invitation all members of the Club but tickets will have to be limited to about
70 so please apply in good time, it is less than a month away!
Thank you for your attention.
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TOP OF EUROPE
3454 m / 11 333 ft.

The highlight of every Swiss Tour
Europe's highest mountain railway carries you through Mount Eiger up
to the Jungfraujoch, 3454 m / 11 333 feet. It is/operated all the year
round. The following attractions are awaiting you: Ice Palace, Plateau
with safe walks in the eternal snow. Sphinx-Panorama, Terrace, Alpine
research exhibition. Husky dogs. Summer skiing and new Glacier
Restaurant «Top of Europe» overlooking the Aletschglacier.
Head Office:
Railways of the Jungfrau-Region
CH - 3800 Interlaken
© 036 264 111 / Tx 923 112 jbch / Fax 036 264 264
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A SHORT WALK IN THE ALPINE MUSH:
The Monchus Tour 1993.
By Huw Alban Davies
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The Monchus are a band of friends who get
together for low altitude ski tours and usually set
out after a few days limbering up in Wengen. Our
name was given to us by our guide, Serge Lambert
because he feels that we hanker back to the early
days of skiing when French guides de montagne
corrupted "monsieur" to monchu as a more or
less polite term for their clients. We don't deny
that our taste for lunches, a preference for guest
houses rather than mountain huts, and a strong
dislike of crowded places might give our tours a
leisurely air, but in those things we are now quite
set in our ways.
For our seventh tour we set out from Wengen
in mid March via White Hare. The transition from
the home beat to new territory was a gradual
process and the slushy slopes on the Furst above
Grindelwald seemed all too familiar, remembering
the recent warm winters in the Oberland. The first
call for "skins on" was to climb a short distance
to Grosser Scheidegg, after which the route
dropped down into the Rosenlaui. I imagine that
this unspoilt valley gets its name from the colour
of the rock which gives the many avalanches a

transport

pink glow. The scenery is remarkable with the
mass of the Wetterhorn and the spectacular
pinnacles of the Engelhorne contrasting with the
glacier-smoothed and wooded slopes opposite. It
is a pity that parties from Wengen do not reach
this jewel more often because the Rosenlaui would
make an ideal introduction to day touring
provided there was good snow for the long runout. Our ski down was tricky but improved after
Serge pointed out that the rippled patches were
soft and manageable and the smooth bits
awkward. This is certainly not a general law
because earlier in the day, around Alpiglen, the
reverse had been true. What is important is to
observe conditions and keep on trying out ideas.
Our destination for the first night was Baker
Street (Meiringen) which we reached by taxi,
passing a good view of the Reichenbach falls. The
Conan Doyle industry thrives locally and our hotel
was unusual in being named the Hirschen, rather
than Hotel Sherlock or Moriarty. In Meiringen,
Mark the only new party member, made a trip
to the Post to send two kilograms of baggage
forward to Zurich airport. It is only when you
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Outside the Sherlock Holmes bar, Baker St., Meiringen.
From L. to R., Serge Lambert, Mark Winstanley, Bob Wilkins, Nick Evans, Carolyn Wilkins,
Daniel Jessel and Jenny Alban Davies.
have to carry it on your back that you decide that
a second shirt is a luxury and that it is better to
smell like a yak, rather than to ski with an incubus
strapped on your shoulders, slewing the whole
body round; to move easily I find that my pack
must weigh less than seven kilograms. Our route
was to the north east and we left the Meiringen
ski area by climbing up to a col and plunging
down the steep Wit Ris gully. This would have
been awesome in a different way had the snow
been icy, but the problem of the moment was that
thaw conditions allowed giant icicles to cascade
down intermittently from the overhanging rock
above, bringing stones with them. However, the
snow was good in the sheltered gully and we were
not tempted to linger long before skiing the wide
snow fields down to Melchseefrutt.
The next morning we set out from Tannenalp
on the sort of day when you are pleased with the
outlay on Patagonia ski wear. Only the scuttering
ptarmigans were happy about the flying scud and
driving snow which obscured what might be a fine
view of the Finsteraarhorn and Shreckhorn.
Climbing in these conditions induces a trance-like
state in all save the guide who has to justify himself
by navigating. After three hours everyone except
Daniel reached the Graustock ridge (although
Serge's altimeter told him that at 2562m he was

20m above it). Poor Dan had tested his securafix
bindings to destruction and chose to linger below.
The rest of us had reliable touring bindings and
we found him on our way down, stuffing himself
merrily, having decided to die with a full stomach.
We skinned up to the lift for Jochpass, with a
moment of tension while we wondered whether
poor conditions has stopped it early and that we
were in for an extra two to three hours of climbing
at the end of a sufficiently testing day. Fortune
smiled on us and we were able to reach Engleberg
the easy way.
Train travel is allowed if it serves an essential
part in the itinerary, so we proceeded from
Engelberg to Wolfenschiessen and from there by
PTT bus to Bannalp and up a small cable car to
a mountain house called Urner Staffel. Urner
Staffel is an oddity; a three story cubical concrete
blockhouse set on the shady side of fine alpine
valley. Inside, the functional atmosphere prevails
and was not lightened by the forlorn party of
young skiers who were returning to the lowlands
early because of the poor snow conditions. We
start at 8.00 a.m. the next morning in order to
achieve most of the planned 720m climb before
the heat of the day. The lower slopes were icy and
rutted and those with harscheisen (metalfinsfitted
under the foot on a touring ski to improve
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grip in icy or rocky conditions) were very grateful
to have them. Soon enough we were ascending
through melting snow, scree and allsorts but the
panoramic view from our lunch spot on the peak
of the Chairserstuhl (2400m) was worth the effort.
From the Chaiserstuhl we descended Oberalp
and the Grosstal into Isenthal. For me, Isenthal
is the most perfect valley in the Alps. Hidden
away by mountains and high passes on three sides
and a sheer drop of 500m to the Urnersee on the
fourth, it was by-passed by marauding armies
throughout Switzerland's turbulent past and still
has the feeling of a forgotten land. Conditions had
been heavenly when we were here last, with soft
powder above and the silver birches in the lower
slopes filigreed by recently fallen snow. Alas, no
illusion of pates de foie gras to the sound of
trumpets this year and the snow was so heavy and
difficult that Serge ordered a descent by traverse
and kick turn. Nevertheless, it still looked good
and one or two of the party were tempted to defy
their guide. The rebels were brought to book after
their first fall because the snow embraced like
setting concrete. My arm was held fast and could
only be withdrawn along the line of entry. Serge
consoled us by pointing out that poor skiers try
to ski well whatever the conditions while good
skiers adapt to the circumstances and might not
even try to turn at all. We reached Gitschenen and
waited in baking sun for a taxi to take us down
the hairpins to Isleten on the shore of Urnersee
where we were to use a novel means of
transportation to continue the tour. After a second
lunch of fischli and grosses bier we embarked
from a wooden pier at Isleten onto a small pleasure
boat, the Fluellen and crossed the Urnersee to
Sisikon. By taking to the waves we made a short
cut and had a view of the William Tell monument
at the spot where the Swiss national hero
shipwrecked his enemies and escaped from
capture. The Fluellen passed close under the steep
banks of the northern shore and we admired an
eagle soaring above the woods overhead. The
day's destination was reached by means of a
friendly PTT mini bus which took us from Sisikon
up to Riemenstalden.
We realised that the gasthaus at Riemenstalden
was a true Monchu haunt the moment we stepped
through the door. Wood panelling, an accessible
bar, cosy rooms with not a straight wall or
perpendicular, and duvets eighteen inches thick.
The Frau mothered us, sorted out some small
running repairs and produced a fine meal followed
by several pfumli. Next morning the same
cheerful driver loaded our skis and packs onto the
roof of his bus as we looked back to admire the
view all the way to the Urnersee sparkling below.
We continued a few miles up this beautifully
tended valley to the cable car at Chappelberg. This
is an intimate contraption for four people seated
opposite each other with the baggage strapped

The author above Wit Ris gulley.
outside, rather like a sedan chair for sheep rather
than humans and I am quite sure that it is not
mentioned in any ski guide. We were decanted
at the top without assistance and fitted skins for
a long and rather flat climb to Schauerstock.
When we came to ski, the highest snowfields were
perfect spring snow with a fluff of powder topping
a crust as smooth as a billiard table, on which you
could make fine parabolic turns. Unfortunately,
the rising sun had melted the snow in the thicker
air lower down and the rest of the run was a
nightmare with hard stuff, breakable crust,
porridge and glue-in random order. We were
there a bit too late, but little could have been done
to prevent it. The last part of the descent was mud
wrestling in a wet suit with fallen trees and
awkward branches winning all of the clinches;
funnily enough, this took me back to my
apprenticeship in the art with Johnnie Webster
in the Tschuggen glade. We straggled down and
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View from the Chaiserstuhl.

Chugging across the Umersee. Jenny, with a view towards the Bristen.
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broiled while we ate lunch, contemplating the
unenticing climb up the south facing slopes on the
other side of the valley. At least we had the
presence of mind to strip off and complete a very
long day's traverse to Stoos in good humour. The
view from the final escarpment was interesting
because it demonstrated the north easterly extent
of the Alps with the country subsiding into the
lowlands towards Zurich. In the foothills there is
a spectacular waterfall at Hinter Oberberg which
we viewed for longer than we would have liked
while we lost precious height to avoid avalanche
debris. We eventually joined the Stoos piste and
picked our way very deliberately down to the
village, our tired legs discouraging any final
flourishes in the way of fancy skiing. At that point
we had run out of Alps.

Carolyn completing a difficult passage on the climb
towards Schauerstock.
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Ski & Snowboard Schule
^
Wengen
Your PARTNER in
private ski & snowboard lessons
Chalet Chez Beatrice, Dorfstrasse,
CH-3823 WENGEN

Tel./Fax : 036/55.29.39 or tel. : 036/55.19.90
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vas £c
Winter Sports Insurance Specialists

PREMIUMS FROM

<£18
FOR ONE WEEK IN EUROPE
We offer a range of packages, including ver^cc^
attractive terms for North America / V
•

Discounted rates
for Ski Club of Great Britain members
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All packages cover skiing off piste / Jf
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No snow policy
\

DCT cover card for peace of mind
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Improved policy this year. Full theft cover included^
WHY NOT RING FOR DETAILS?

081-534 9595

- ^

Douglas Cox Tyrie
Central House, 32-66 High Street, Stratford, London E15 2PF
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A J Hollington
A G Humphryes
Maj I R Ireland
C W Johnstone
F G Sutton MC
K Wrighton

24 May
10 January
July
June
4 May

1992
1993
1993
1993
1993
1990

DHO ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The President has asked me to let you know that
the 1994 AGM will be on:
Wednesday 8th June 1994
at 6pm in the Imperial Hotel, Russell Square, and
will be followed by a Cocktail Party and Buffet
Supper.
If we have to change the date for any reason,
then we will let you know in the usual way.
DONATIONS 1992/3
The Hon Treasurer acknowledges the following
contributions:
£150
Micheal Brunner
£10
Mr Kellett
PROVISIONAL RACE PROGRAMME 1992/3
Thursday 30th December Heinz Cup
Thursday 6th January
Polytechnic Cup
Saturday 22nd/
Sunday 23rd January
Lauberhorn Race
Monday 31st January/
British Schoolgirls
Tuesday 1st February
Races-Flaine
Thursday 3rd February
Macmillan Cup
Sunday 6th February
Murren Masters
(FIS)
Thursday 10th February Andy Capp Charger
Thursday 24th February Kurverein Crystal
Thursday 10th March
Odling Cup
To be announced: Railway Cup, Viceroy's Cup,
Obstacle Race, Roped Race, Toblerone Relays.
WENGEN OFFICE
The telephone number of the Wengen Office is:
010 41 36 55 13 75
assuming you are telephoning from the United
Kingdom.
The Office is normally open between 5-6pm,
local time, except on Sundays.
DEATHS
We much regret to announce the deaths of the
following members:
Gordon Cridlan
17 January 1993
Mrs I M Dixon
7 June 1993
Maj Gen Bill Fryer
February 1993
Sir Gerald Gibbs
10 October 1992

BIRTHS
We have taken the following births from the
national press:
LEACH. On 13th March to Fiona (nee Easdale),
and Robin, a son Charles Anthony Langley.
TEDBURY. On 17th September 1992, to
Loveday and Stephen, a son, brother to Imogen
and Piram.

PROPOSED SPRING TOUR
APRIL 30th to MAY 7th 1994
Alternatives
Area Splugen
Verbier Area.

As detailed in 1992 Journal
Val de Bagnes.

April 30th

Meet in Martigny at the Hotel
Sport's at 7pm or earlier
(phone 030/5 12 02).

May 1st

We drive up to the village
Laurtier and to the Cab Brunet
2669m Climb 4 hours.

May 2nd

Les Capucins 2718m Climb 2.5
hours Downhill to the Cab Brunet.

May 3rd

Pte de Boveyre 3212m Climb 4
hours. Down the Mountain to
the Cab Brunet.
Col de Avouillons Cab de Pannossiere 2669m Climb 3 hours.
Col du Meitin 3611m. Climb 5
hours. Down the Mountain to
the Cab de Pannossiere.

May 4th
May 5th

May 6th

Downhill to the cars and drive
up to Verbier.

May 7th

It is possible to spend one day
more to climb the Rosablanche
3336m Climb 5 hours.

Burgfuhrer Adolf Schlunegger.
Wengen Spring Snow Skiing with Adolf endFebruary mid-March.
Spring Tour please contact:
John Webster, Six Oaks, Grove, Retford,
Notts. DN22 0RJ
Telephone (0777) 706108
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LAUTERBRUNNEN
Modern self-contained flats
to let, sleeping 2/5
Middle of village
3 minutes from station
From £9 per person per day
Suitable winter or summer
Mrs Teresa Staeger
Chalet Horner,
Lauterbrunnen 3822,
Switzerland.
Tel: (010 41) 36 55 32 43

P RAVENCLASS 5- £SKDAL£

RAILWAY
, $', i PHQNB : 02Z* 7t7trt

your pharmacy

,

FrisEhtioKsjiefenftS

drug-store

H.Trachsei AG Wengen • !

perfumery in Wengen
Fresh fruit and vegetables
Finest liquor and wine

Wengen 7Z Apotheke

Ttam

M. Grossenbaoher
3823 Wengen
Telefon 036 55 12 46
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DELIVERY SERVICE

l

Awards & Badges
At the AGM on 9th June, proposals from the Committee were discussed regarding changes to the
way in which awards and badges would be given and, as a result of a vote taken at the meeting,
changes to the Rules were agreed, resulting in amendment of rule 7 as follows:
7. Awards and Badges
7.1

All members will be entitled to wear the Club's Bronze badge.

7.2

Other awards may be made by the Committee at a Committee meeting attended by not
less than 10 members. The award of the Club's Gold Arrow and Gold Badge shall be
by a unanimous vote of the Committee members.

7.3

Qualifications for award of the Club's badges and arrows shall be as follows:
a. Bronze badge
b. Silver badge
c. Gold badge
d. Bronze Racing Arrow
e. Silver Racing Arrow
f. Gold Racing Arrow

All members.
Members who have rendered notable services to skiing and
to the Club.
Members who have rendered outstanding services to skiing
and to the Club.
Regional racing squads and British Junior team.
Regional racing squad A Teams, who are members.
Members who are in the British or other national teams
(development squads).

Revised designs of the badges are under consideration by the Committee and it is hoped to bring
these into effect during the forthcoming season.
PRESIDENTS POSING

Tom Walduck and Robin Paterson pose beside an old six-man bob.
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New Members in 1992/93
At the Editor's suggestion, I have compiled a list of new members who have joined over the last two seasons
Most are completely new to the DHO, but one or two have rejoined after long periods of absence from Wengen
To all of them, a big welcome. Our new members are:
Adams, Mr C (Creror)
Adams, Mr M R (Michael)
Ades, Mrs J D (Dawn)
Ades, R (Robert)
Alatas, T (Tariq)
Alatas Z (Zain)
Alcott, Miss C (Chimene)
Alcott, Mrs E (Evelyn)
Alcott, Mr T (Timothy)
Ashworth, Mr T G H (Toby)
Baigent, Mr M (Michael)
Beattie, A (Adam)
Beattie, Mr C J (Clive)
Beattie, Miss G (Georgina)
Beattie, M (Mark)
Beck, Mrs J (Joanna)
Beckwith, Miss A P P (Anouska)
Beckwith, Miss C T (Clare)
Beckwith, Miss T J (Tamara)
Bennett, Mr E (Ernest)
Berry, Mrs M E (Maureen)
Berry, Mr R C (Richard)
Bevan, Mr J (John)
Bevan, Mr J M (John)
Bevan, Miss M (Margaret)
Bevan, Mr M (Mike)
Bevan, Mrs V (Valerie)
Bond, Mr G L (Graham)
Bonham Christie, P (Peter)
Bonham Christie, Mr R (Richard)
Bonham Christie, Mrs S (Sheila)
Bosher, Miss D (Danielle)
Bosher, G (Graham)
Bosher, Mrs H (Hilary)
Boyd, Mr H G F (Gifford)
Boyes, Mrs B S (Berit)
Boyes, Mr J (Jason)
Boyes, K (Kristian)
Boyes, Mr R M (Raymond)
Bracken, Mrs C (Christine)
Bracken, Mr M (Michael)
Bridgman, Mrs J (Jean)
Cannon, Miss M J (Melissa)
Cannon, S J (Scott)
Carruthers, Mrs N (Nicola)
Carter, Mr P R (Peter)
Childs, Miss S E C (Sophie)
Olivers, Mr R S (Roy)
Clapman, Ms I D (Isabel)
Cliff, Mr R (Roy)
Cole, T P (Tristan)
Colling, Mrs A (Ann)
Colling, C P (Christopher)
Colling, Mr R L (Robert)
Crockett, A (Andrew)

Crockett, Mrs E (Elizabeth)
Crockett, J (Jason)
Crockett, Miss N (Nicola)
Crockett, Miss Z (Zara)
Davies, Mrs E D (Eden)
Davies, Mr M J (Michael)
Davies, Mrs S M (Susan)
Dean, Mrs P S (Shirley)
Deans, R S (Richard)
Derbyshire, Mr J (John)
Devlin, Mr J. P (James)
Doostdar, B (Bijan)
Doostdar, D (Danesh)
Doostdar, Mrs J (Juliet)
Doostdar, Mr N (Novin)
Doostdar, R (Roshan)
Doostdar, Miss S (Shadi)
Drummond, Mr I V G (Ian)
Dunn, F (Fraser)
Dunn, G (George)
Dunn, Mr P S (Peter)
Dunn, Mrs R A (Rosalind)
Eames, Mr A D (Andrew)
Elliott, Mr D G (Dennis)
Elliott, Professor W S (William)
Ellwood, Mrs L M (Lindsay)
Epstein, A (Adam)
Epstein, J (Jeremy)
Fisher, A (Adam)
Fisher, J (James)
Fisher, Miss J (Jane)
Fisher, Mr J (Joss)
Fisher, R (Richard)
Fisher, Mrs S (Susan)
Fleming, Mr J W A (Jon)
Fricke, Mr J (Jurgen)
Fuchs, Herr T (Tino)
Gepfert, Miss A (Amy)
Gepfert, O (Oliver)
Giddings, Mr I P (Ian)
Gilmour, A J C (Alexander)
Gilmour, Miss C M C (Catriona)
Gilmour, Mrs P M (Pamela)
Gleadow Ware, M (Marcus)
Gleadow Ware, Miss P (Primrose)
Gleadow Ware, S (Selena)
Gleadow Ware, Mrs V (Vanessa)
Godfrey, Mr P H (Peter)
Gransagnes, Ms M (Margarete)
Green, Mr M I (Michael)
Green, Mrs P C S (Prue)
Green, Miss S C (Sally)
Gregory, Miss A S (Abigail)
Gregory, C J P (Charles)
Gregory, Miss E F (Emilie)
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Gregory, Mr J C (James)
Gregory, Miss K M (Katja)
Gregory, Mrs U R M (Ulrike)
Gregson, Mrs H M (Helen)
Gunn, Mr J H (John)
Gunn, Mrs R S (Renate)
Guthrie, Mr J L (John)
Hall, Mr A D F (Andrew)
Hall, Mrs R (Rosemarie)
Hall, S A F (Simon)
Harris, Mrs C M (Catherine)
Hawkins, Mr A J S (Anthony)
Head, Mrs G (Gillian)
Head, Miss K (Katrina)
Head, Mr M (Michael)
Hearley, Mr T M (Timothy)
Heath, A W E (Alexander)
Hendy, Miss A (Alexandra)
Hendy, Mrs A M (Anne Marie)
Hendy, Mr R (Robin)
Hirst, Mr G B (Greg)
Hirst, J (Justin)
Hirst, Mrs L (Lydia)
Hirst, Mrs M C (Mary)
Mirst, Mr M J (Michael)
Hirst, Miss O (Octavia)
Hoare, Mr A S (Alexander)
Hofstede, Mr J (Jokky)
Hofstede, O (Oliver)
Hofstede, S (Sebastiaan)
Hofstede, Mrs Y (Yvette)
Holdsworth, Mrs V (Victoria)
Hollis, Mr N (Nick)
Holmes, C J (Christopher)
Holmes, Miss L P (Lauren)
Jeffery, J H (James)
Jeffery, R M (Ronald)
Jelly, Mr J M (Michael)
Jenkins, Mr B T (Barnett)
Jenkins, Mrs S M (Sheila)
Jolly, E A M (Edward)
Jones, Mr A (Andrew)
Kent-Lemon, C W (Christian)
Kent-Lemon, M E (Matthew)
Kent-Lemon, Mr N W (Nigel)
Kent-Lemon, Mrs Z R (Zelda)
Khan, Mr H U (Hameed)
Killwick, Miss A C (Alexandra)
King, Mr C (Caradoc)
King, C (Charlie)
King, Miss F (Flora)
King, Mrs J (Janey)
Lockyer, Mr N J (Nicholas)
Lockyer, Miss S (Sarah)
Lockyer, Miss S J (Sophie)

Saunders, Mr P R (Philip)
Scott, Mr M J (Michael)
Scott-Dalgleish, Mrs G (Georgina)
Shaw, Miss M D (Monica)
Shawcross, Mr C (Conrad)
Sherman, Mrs D F (Diane)
Smith, Mr G P H (Guy)
Solomon, J C (John)
Solomon, Mrs M D (Maureen)
Solomon, R W (Robert)
Solomon, Mr S (Stephen)
Somerville-Wilson, Mrs C (Catherine)
Steel, Miss J A (Judith)
Stevens, Mrs B J (Brenda)
Stevens, Mr K B (Kieran)
Talati, Mr X K (Xerxes)
Tate, Mrs A (Ann)
Tate, Dr R J (Bob)
Tate, Miss S E (Susanne)
Thwaites, Mr A R J (Adrian)
Timmis, Mr W N (Bill)
Walduck, Miss C O (Candida)
Walduck, Miss K T (Katharine)
Walduck, Miss O C (Olivia)
Walduck, Mrs S (Susan)
Walker, C R (Christophe)
Walker, Mr R (Raymond)
Walker, Mrs Y-V (Yvonne-Victoria)
Watson, Mr F (Frank)
Watson, Reverend R B (Robert)
Watson, T J (Tim)
Weller, Miss A V (Abigail)
Weller, Mrs A K (Angela)
Weller, Miss H C (Harriet)
Weller, J M C (James)
Weller, Mr J R (Jeremy)
Welsh, Mr A (Adam)
West, Mr M G (Martin)
Wheatley, Miss E R (Elizabeth)
White, Miss B (Belinda)
Williams, Mrs D (
)
Williams, Miss A (Andrea)
Williams, D (Daniel)
Williams, Mr D (David)
Williams, Miss H (Helen)
Williams, Mrs L M (Leila)
Williams, Ms R (Rachel)
Williams, Miss S (Stephanie)
Williams, Miss S (Susannah)
Wilsher, H E N (Henry)
Wilson, Miss J (Jessica)
Wilson, J (Jonathan)
Wilson, Miss S (Sandra)
Wyss, Ms M (Margrit)

Lockyer, Mrs S (Susan)
Lockyer, T (Tom)
Lovell, Miss E (Emma)
Lovell, G (George)
Lovell, Mrs J (Jane)
Lowe, Mr P (Patch)
Lyons, B (Brett)
MacDonald, Mr A W (Alastair)
MacDonald, Miss D K (Daisy)
MacDonald, Mrs J M (Joanna)
MacDonald, S W (Sam)
Marcel, Miss N (Nicola)
McBratney, Ms R A (Rita)
Miller, Miss K L (Kathryn)
Montgomery-Smith, Mr G K (Gavin)
Montgomery-Smith, Miss L J (Lisa)
Montgomery-Smith, N A (Neil)
Montgomery-Smith, Miss P G (Phillipa)
Montgomery-Smith, Mrs S M (Susan)
Morris, Miss K P (Kelly)
Moses, J J (James)
Moses, Mr J S (John)
Moses, Mrs S (Sally)
Mountwaine, Mrs A (Ann)
Mountwaine, Miss M-L (Marie-Louise)
Muchow, Mr S (Stephen)
Muir, M D (Max)
Neal, Mr J L (John)
Neal, Mrs R F (Rosalie)
Newberry, A (Alexander)
Newberry, Mr C D (Clive)
Newberry, Mrs J E (Joyce)
Nicol, A J (Adam)
Nye, Mr S (Stephen)
Paxton, Mrs J M (Jane)
Percival, Mr A D (Allan)
Pette, Mr S N (Steven)
Pettifer, Mr M A (Michael)
Phillips, Mr A (tony)
Pickett, Miss H (Holly)
Piers, Mr J (James)
Pile, Mr A J D (Anthony)
Pilkington, Miss A (Alexandra)
Pilkington, Miss E J (Erika)
Pilkington, Mrs P G (Patricia)
Pilkington, Mr R A (Richard)
Pilkington, Miss T D (Tania)
Prest, Mr G J (George)
Prest, Mrs G J (Gilda)
Prest, Miss H K (Harriet)
Rhind, Mr A (Alexander)
Rick, Mr S J (Stephen)
Robinson, Mrs C S (Carolyn)
Robinson, Mr M A (Michael)
Ryder, Mr M E (Michael)

Mike Brunner
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Hon Membership

Secretary

Obituaries
MARION ISABEL DIXON
Born 4th October 1899.
Marion Dixon died on 7th June after a short illness,
which followed a long and busy life, skiing, walking,
travelling, doing war service, photography, bringing up
her family and being a prolific and accomplished artist,
(she contributed an etching to the DHO magazine
entitled "The Bumps" in 1937).
Marion
Marion began visiting Switzerland for winter holidays
Scheidege February 1938.
in the early 1920s with her parents, Joseph and
Florence Needham. She met her future husband, Roger Dixon during 1922 in the Scheidegg
Hotel. After their marriage in 1924 they continued to ski in Wengen and joined the DHO
Club in 1931. Roger became Honorary Secretary of the Club in 1946 continuing until 1951,
during which time he wrote many articles and letters and produced a map of the Wengen
and Grindelwald ski runs which was published by the Club.
At Wengen, Marion produced many paintings, drawings and etchings and took many
photographs and made a short film. She was a keen skier and involved in other social activities
including amateur dramatics, dinners and meetings. Marion continued skiing until 1977 with
various family members and friends, after which she spent time at Wengen following less
arduous pursuits. Her last visit was in 1985 for the Diamond Jubilee Dance at the Palace
Hotel, Wengen.
& p

CHARLES JOHNSTONE
Charles died at the end of June 1993. He joined the DHO in 1955, and was a great supporter
of Wengen. He skied into the mid-eighties, when old injuries forced him to give up the sport
he loved so much.
He had stayed at the Hotel Silberhorn for many years, and once in a moment of pride
explained that he always left his Wengen kit at the hotel, where they washed and cleaned
it and had it ready for the following year. There seemed to be only one small snag in this
arrangement, and that was that from time to time he augmented his wardrobe, but never
appreared to discard anything. At the time it seemed like a job for Pickfords.
However, Charles' greatest service to the Club was his unfailingly prompt two pages of
photographs that he sent to the Editor each year, showing Club members lunching on the
terrace of the Wengernalp restaurant. In those days of reliable snow, Charles and his friends
always came out to Wengen for the same fortnight, and to a hard-pressed Editor, looking
for copy, Charles was a godsend.
At home Charles was a great friend of Cloudesley and Suzanne Marsham and often stayed
with them, sharing his great love and knowledge of the countryside with them on country
walks, and then playing bridge, a game of which he was very fond and skilled.
Charles will be missed by all his old friends.
„
D. F. R.
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MAJOR GENERAL BILL FRYER
Bill Fryer, born in 1900, a farmer's son, educated at Christ College, Brecon and the RMA
Woolwich, was commissioned into the Royal Engineers in 1919.
He joined the DHO in 1928, and was a member of the DHO Club team in that year, as
well as winning the Lauberhorn Wengen Ski Club Challenge Cup.
He is shown in the 1937 DHO List of Members as a holder of the Club's Silver Badge, and
a SCGB 2nd Class skier and ski-jumper.
Bill Fryer retired from the army in 1957 and worked in civil engineering for the next six years.
He was, in later years, a keen and knowledgeable sailor, and this might account for absence
from the Members' List in post-war years. However, in 1947 he did found the Royal Engineers'
Skiing and Mountaineering Club.
n F R

GORDON CRIDLAN
Gordon died on January 17th aged 83.
He learnt to ski in Norway just after the First World War and
first skied the Bernese Oberland area in 1949 with his children,
Jeremy and Juliet.
He joined the DHO in 1958 and was a regular tourer until
the mid-seventies when finally the wear and tear of an active
life caught up with him. He had played rugger for Oxford for
three years, finally as Captain, then for England three times as
wing three quarter.
His great love was for wild places. He knew the Alps intimately
and either with friends, or the Club seemed to have been to most
places. Later he took up walking in remote areas. Postcards would come from the Arctic,
the Antarctic, Nepal, New Guinea; unexpected and exciting.
The following notes were written during a DHO tour over twenty years ago:
Gordon was leading a group down a steep grass slope near the Blinnenhorn. Below was
a drop. Slippery turned to treacherous when it began to snow. Before a rope could reach him,
he slipped. He had gone. Thoughts expressed out loud, "What a pity! Gordon was such a
nice chap." Moments later from the abyss, curses, then words: "I've broken my thermos."
He had landed in a snow drift!
Those who were lucky enough to tour with Gordon will remember him as great fun, very
self sufficient and totally reliable. He got great pleasure from his family, his garden and such
simple things as the wood behind his home, with its birds and wildlife.
He had friends everywhere.
V. G.
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This advertisement
is too small...
...to introduce you to our large
range of sports goods.
Come and visit us and see for
yourselves!
^^

WENGEN

Friendly, comfortable ***Hotel
in a quiet position with a superb view,
about eight walking-minutes
from the station.
CH-3823 Wengen, Tel: 036 55 11 21
Fax: 036 55 39 84

SPORT -WENGEN
Christoph Gertsch, 3823 Wengen
Tel. 036 55 26 26

Sport + Mode

FOR ALL
YOUR SKIING NEEDS
Located between Hotel
SUN STAR and BERNERHOF
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WENGEN SECRETARY'S WINTER REPORT
1992/93
By Paul Zvegintzov
Wengen's autumn snow unfortunately had been
washed away by heavy rain; however on the 12th
December half a metre arrived to coincide with
my unloading of the car. Needless to say it fell
as rain where I was unloading at Lauterbrunnen!
The trainees had some excellent training on
good snow and over the next couple of weeks we
had wonderful sunshine and cold temperatures.
Unfortunately the sun won the battle and the
Lauberhorn had to be cancelled as the snow line
had shrunk up to Wengernalp. After a month of
good weather and only just in time, a fall of snow
produced another metre opening the run to the
village. This snow pattern of monthly half metres
continued through the season producing adequate
snow for most runs. The Inferno and Macmillan
Cup races had to be run on drastically
foreshortened courses but all the higher runs
managed to stay open throughout the season.
True to "Sod's Law", just as the season and
hotels began to close, so some excellent spring
snow arrived providing fresh powder everywhere!
Unfortunately, the heavy rain early in the year
and the lack of heavy snow on the glaciers meant
a late start for touring. A one day tour to the
Faulhorn with Johnny and Adolf was arranged but
conditions were not ideal. (Note to self: He with
bad knee, stem for safety!)
Despite the changing snow conditions, thirteen
races were held during the season. Two notable
new races were run. The Roped Race (not new
but dormant for many years) was run in pairs with
two members joined together. This race was
traditionally run with one DHO tied to one
Wengen Ski Club member and hopefully will
revert to this mixture in future.
The Viceroy's Cup race was run for the first
time in a new form of a team parallel slalom (does
anyone know the origins of this cup?) It was run
by myself and the SCGB representative (Michael
Pettifer late of DTC). Open to teams of four, it
attracted well over 40 entrants with teams from
hotels, ski tour operators, family teams, chalet
teams, two SCGB/K from Murren (winners) and
two DHO teams.
Thanks to all the help we received with the starters and finish judges the race was a great success.
It is hoped in future to attract many more Swiss
members and non-members and also other visitors
to our races. Hopefully this will greatly increase
the general awareness of the activities of the Club
bringing in new members and, of course, much
needed revenue!
The Waldo Cup for outstanding service to the

Club was awarded this year to Johnny Webster
for his many years service repping, touring and
committee work.
It is good to see a continuing flow of ex-trainee
racers returning to assist and participate in the
local training and racing. This year Stefanie Grant
ex-GB team was a trainer at both Christmas and
Easter training. She was helped by Jamie Loanie
and Sacha Zvegintzov. Perhaps even more
interesting was the participation at the Polytechnic
Cup of the two other ex-GB team members.
Johnathan Latimer and John Rigby showed that
even the "Hoting Skiers" (see history of skiing
under cave drawings) can still beat the rest of us
down a slalom course!
Away from the Wengen scene the DHO racers
continue to excel with excellent results in junior,
senior, FIS, NATO and Olympic racing.
Coggins this year took advantage of the everlengthening February mid-term break and, I
hope, will be operating again next season in all
three holidays.
Over the last few years I have noticed that the
perception of the Club by outsiders is of a club
solely for racers or expert downhillers, causing
many a potential member to shy away from
membership. This misapprehension also
dissuades many members from entering the
weekly fun races since they think that these races
are for the experienced racers only.
The standard required for membership and
therefore for race entry is "Better than Bronze
(SCGB)." This standard is Linked Snow Plough
Turns standard. Most Club races are handicapped
to accommodate both age and ability. To run races
such as treasure hunts, slalom, giant slaloms,
requires organisers, helpers, poles to be carried
etc. The more entries, the more fun, the more
worth the effort! Just think, you can boast how
you raced and beat a British Olympic team
member, even though he was sponsored by
Eventide Homes! Finally, some food for thought
for members (why should the committee do all the
thinking?). As I have mentioned, we hope to
attract many more members, racers and visitors.
To this end it has been suggested we hold a two
week "Spiel" of concentrated racing both serious
and fun races. This would make it more
worthwhile for people to come to Wengen for a
specific purpose, to watch, help and/or
participate. As the annual dance no longer seems
to attract the numbers it has in the past, perhaps
it or a dinner could also be held during the two
weeks. What do you think?
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DAILY MAIL INTERNATIONAL SKI SHOW 1992
By Roger Scoones
It can be no coincidence that as the first major
snow fall of the year covers the Alps and
Cairngorms, an event is held in London to
encourage skiing enthusiasts to "Think Ski." And
what a show it is!
Of course, it is the annual Daily Mail
International Ski Show at Earls Court 2. Last
October I had the pleasure of visiting the show,
courtesy of BBC Radio Stoke and the DHO
Journal. Touring the show a colleague and I put
on record live accounts of the spectacular ski
extravaganza and fashion show, hair-raising
impressions of the down-hill race simulator (which
puts any DHO race in the shade) and meeting the
stars of the ski slopes of the world. Not forgetting
representatives of ski clubs, tour operators and ski
wear shops.
First we tracked down the big man, Richard
Binks, the show manager, who was happy, but
fairly exhausted by the ordeal of running such a
vast enterprise. I asked him about the show ...
"Richard, how long has the show been going?"
"Next year will be our 21st show. But I've only
been associated with it for five years."
"Is it very different from the early years?"
"Yes indeed. There is more participation
nowadays. It used to be more theatrical. Now it
encourages people to 'have a go.' We want to get
them interested in s p o r t - t o encourage
newcomers."
"What sort of people come to the show?"
"The promotion is hopefully to beginners. We
realise that the audience is mainly high
profile-people with money to spend. There is a
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slight male bias I suppose; the biggest age group
is definitely 18 to 3 5 . "
"Most DHO members prefer Wengen of
course! Does Switzerland figure very largely in the
show?"
"The Swiss have come back again, having been
missing for two years. They will almost certainly
give general support in the way of sponsorship,
rather than having individual stands."
"Are there highlights for you as the manager?"
' 'Yes indeed! The events three times a day - t h e
C & A Fashion Show and the Ford Ski
Extravaganza. They are very popular
entertainment. For the first time (in 1992) we built
a real snow slope. It is real blown snow, produced
at below freezing temperatures in a thermally
insulated building and kept at a temperature of
-10°C overnight."
' 'Why should members of the DHO come to
the Ski Show this year?"
"If they are interested in skiing, the Daily Mail
International Ski Show offers the widest range of
information about skiing available under one
roof-a wide range of equipment, clothing,
accessories, and alternative skiing areas."
Well, on that note, the conversation finished.
Some of us are happy enough with Wengen not
to need further information about ski resorts; but
it is always tempting to buy new equipment!
Whatever your needs and aspirations, as a ski
enthusiast you are likely to find something of
interest at the Ski Show. DHO members should
certainly not miss it in 1994!
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INFERNO - MURREN
Saturday, 16th January, 1993
By Max Davies
"Which skis are you going to use?" I asked
Adrian Smith, captain of the 1993 DHO Inferno
Squad. "The 223 Vokell Abfahrts, if there aren't
too many bumps," he replied. Adrian selects from
his six sets of skis according to conditions, and
for him the choice is critical. "I'll certainly take
two sets over on the day and decide when I get
there," he added.
Diana Mathias and Nigel Moore, together with
Adrian and myself, made up the team for this, the
50th Anniversary of this extraordinary race, when
1,500 amateur skiers race from the top of the
mighty Schilthorn at 2,970 metres (around
10,000ft) down to the valley floor in
Lauterbrunnen at 800m (3,000ft).
The Inferno was devised by early members of
the Kandahar Club in 1928 in protest against the
degree to which ski races were then becoming
organised. In those days competitors would walk
up the mountain with skins then, setting off all
together, would race down taking whichever way
they chose. They would disapprove of the
organisation necessary today to cope with the
number of competitors-five control gates,
compulsory helmets, and skiers leaving in pairs
at 30 second intervals —but they might be glad that
it remains the oldest, the longest and, possibly,
the most eccentric race in the skiing calendar.
Last year the Inferno was run from the top of
the Schilthorn to Lauterbrunnen in great

conditions, one of only 14 times in its history that
this has been possible. Of its 15.8km, the fastest
and most dangerous section is through the
Kanonenrohr (Gunbarrel) and into the Blattwang
(Blood Wall), which is followed by the most
strenuous part-500m of uphill walking (skis
compulsory) in which to contemplate the wisdom
of that last plate of rosti or bottle of Dole.
This year, as in 1988, the snow was limited and
the course had to end at the top of the
Kanonenrohr. Conditions thus far were good but
below that were unskiable. The character of the
race consequently changed entirely and it became
a downhill sprint.
The 1,500 competitors are divided into four
classes: Ladies (D): Men 18-35 years (SI): Men
36-49 years (S2): and men over 50 (A). The silver
badge is awarded to skiers completing the course
in the fastest time for their group plus 30%, and
the bronze to those completing the course in the
fastest time for their group plus 60%.
Urs Von Allmen from Lauterbrunnen was this
year's winner with a time of 3 mins 41 -49 sees,
around 10 minutes less than he took to set the
current record of 13 mins 53.40 sees on the full
course last year.
The DHO team acquitted themselves well.
Nigel Moore (even though he finished working
in the pub at 3 am) had the best time of 5 mins
0 • 84 sees (SI class), and Adrian Smith did a fine

Nigel Moore, Adrian Smith Diana Mathias, Max Davies
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5 mins 18-48 sees (SI class) despite the heavy
responsibility of organising his team and choosing
his skis. Both gained bronze mdedals. Diana
Mathias (D class) gained a silver for an excellent
time of 5 mins 32 • 60 sees, in addition to doing
well in two other disciplines on the previous days
— the Cross Country and the Grand Slalom.
Another lady competitor, DHO member Olivia
Gordon (Ski Club rep in Wengen for many years),
deserted this year to the Kandahar team and, I'm
pleased to report, she survived the course and lives
to ski another day.
As to myself, I woke up at 6 am wondering what
the hell I was doing entering this race again.
Arriving eventually at the top of the Schilthorn
with my anxiety obviously showing, a member of
the Kandahar team gave me the best advice - "If
you think you want to go to the lavatory-you
don't." However, all went well and I managed
to collect a bronze with a time of 6 mins 27 • 38
sees (A class). The best part of the day was the
first beer after the race; the most dangerous, the

walk down the Kanonenrohr to get it!
So all in all the DHO team had 100% medal
results in the 50th Anniversary Year of the Mighty
Inferno. Most of all we could not fail to be
conscious that this was a very special day for
Murren, and a significant day in skiing history in
which we were privileged to take part.
"Everyone who races is a winner," says Kurt
Huggler, organiser of the Inferno and proprietor
of the Bellevue Hotel.
Editor's Note
Members of the DHO wishing to take part in
the Inferno should contact Adrian
Smith
(tel 0763 271516). The Kandahar field a team of
50 entrants over all classes. It is difficult to get new
numbers, but the DHO would like to expand their
team. Competitors should be very good intermediate
skiers and fit enough for a 16km race with uphill
sections.

Central-Sport
Wengen

VINTERSPORT
Central-Sport, Viktor Gertsch, 3823 Wengen
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MILLE MIGLIA BY HISPANO
by Tom Walduck

On the ramp at the start.
Mine is an interesting car, Hispano-Suiza H6C
12400-320387, that started life as the property of
an aeroplane heiress who took the body off an
earlier car and put it on this chassis. As a skiff
body it was of limited use in European weather
and the next owner, a banker in Paris, put on a
large Binder body. This was roughly as it was
found after the war, ferrying Americans to the
Paris opera house in a rather run-down state, both
the car and the opera house.
Restored by Jabby Crombac, the well-known
Belgian motoring enthusiast, it was rebodied as
a short chassis roadster with a body designed by
him and John Bolster pretty much by eye, with
photos of the 1928 Indianapolis scratch race car
as inspiration. The result is very impressive and
with an authenticated 120 mph the car is no
sluggard, although at this speed other aspects of
the car became unsafe such as handling, steering
and braking.
How we got involved in the 1992 Mille Miglia
is largely a question of wishing to do the event,
which we had done four times previously in
younger cars, in a pre-1930 car this time
competing in Class A and having the distinct
advantage of getting to the hotels in the evening
in time to get some food and some sleep-not

really possible in a post war car.
As anyone with experience of the Mille Miglia
retrospective will tell you, it is certainly no doddle
with the long second and third days proving a real
trial of endurance for man and machine -fourteen
hours in the saddle can be quite tiring in a modern
c a r - i n a pre war open tourer with no weather
equipment in heavy rain and even hail over
mountain passes and over some distinctly
questionable roads separates the real enthusiasts
from the posers. If we started as the latter we
ended up very much as the former.
They do not close the roads to other traffic so
one is doing battle-often literally, with all manner
of machinery, whilst being encouraged by all,
including the Carabinieri, to go as fast as possible
almost regardless of other factors. Under the
circumstances I suppose it is remarkable that there
are comparitively few accidents, the main cause
of elimination being mechanical failure.
Starting at dusk from the familiar "launch"
ramp under bright floodlights and often heavy
rain, most drivers hold the intermediate gears to
amuse the crowd with rorty exhaust notes echoing
around the old buildings and the cars head into
a solid mass of humanity. All are car enthusiasts
and show their enthusiasm by pressing forward
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into the path of the speeding cars and trying to
pat the car or the drivers on the head. All one can
do to clear a path is to swerve from side to side,
pretending the steering has failed, as advocated
by Stirling Moss in the "real thing" nearly forty
years ago.
After the excitement and anticipation of the
start, actually doing four hours quite hard driving,
on strange roads at night and for we "Brits" on
the wrong side of the road, is something of a new
sensation. Many of the drivers have limited
experience of driving their cars at night under
these conditions and so the first check point, with
again a huge crowd, is most welcome. Two more
hours to Ferrera seem to take twice as long as the
fatigue and excitement, combined with concern
for the state of the car, combine to make the
prospect of a bed most attractive and well
overdue.
Because we had only just reassembled the
engine on the Hispano with new bearings and a
reground crank, we were holding our speed at a
leisurely 60-65 mph, which frankly is the safe limit
of the headlights. While the brakes are admirable
for a car of its age, emergency stops with a ton
and three quarters on a wet road at night are
definitely to be avoided.
The next day we started at dawn with little
substance for the inner man, just a coffee and roll,
if you're lucky. The first cars are off at seventhirty and have to be extracted from the parc-ferme
in their correct numerical order, no matter how
they arrived, quite an exercise if one imagines 300
assorted cars packed into a small medieval square.
In our case we check the carburettor, which is
prone to silting up, probably from a dirty fuel
tank. Fortunately dismantling the carburetor is
extremely simple and quick, otherwise the
Hispano seems to be running as intended.
At least the road is dry to start with but the sky
is overcast as we approach San Marino, often
shrouded in mist with its incredibly narrow
cobbled streets, lined with all manner of shops
selling tourist trinkets. Negotiating the steep hills
and slippery cobbles called for extreme caution.
Although only a two seater, at times it seemed
there was insufficient space for the big car to pass
between the high and very solid looking walls.
We descend once more to the plains via some
extremely testing hairpin turns with the
suspension being strained and the big car lurching
wildly as first one full lock is applies, followed
immediately by the other. The format for the next
few hours is quite fast driving down the east coast
of Italy with fairly regular time checks, often in
ancient medieval towns, nearly always, it seemed,
located at the top of the steepest hills.
Our Hispano has the multi-plate clutch which
can be a bit suspect if asked to move the dead
weight away from a standstill on a steep slope,
so invariably we would wait for a decent gap in

In some towns it was a very tight fit.
the traffic and charge the hill.
On one such occasion the road followed round
the hill and on arriving at the top, obliged the
driver to swing the car hard right, through a large,
solid but narrow stone arch. I yanked the wheel
over, only to feel a solid resistance, whilst we
lunged towards the ever present and over eager
crowd. I braked hard, reversed, and tried again
whilst my co-driver enquired whether it was a
deliberate ploy to "thrill the fans."
On the contrary, after two further attempts we
realized something was wrong and parked by the
roadside to discover that a combination of the
angle of the car, the vigorous driving and the
fitting by a previous owner of hydraulic lever
shock absorbers and rather chunky brackets had
contrived to foul the steering arm on right lock.
As luck would have it, someone appeared from
the crowd in an overall with a tool box, removed
the offending bracket back to his workshop, less
than a hundred yards of where we were stopped
and reappeared shortly afterwards with the
bracket appropriately "modified." We had no
further problems of this nature for the rest of the
run. Needless to say, no charge was made for this
service, so enthusiastic is the crowd.
As we got closer to Rome the weather
deteriorated and it started to rain quite hard. With
no hood or weather protection, map-reading and
time-keeping became a pointless exercise, but we
were determined to continue. We had not
reckoned with the organisers' choice of route,
however. This - involved a six thousand foot
mountain pass!
The foothills were very attractive but quickly
any interest in the countryside was subdued by
the rain turning to hail with stones the size of
grapes. I looked down and within seconds the
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floor of the car was filled with white hailstones.
Confident that these conditions could not last,
we carried on climbing, the big car's top gear well
suited to preventing wheel spin as long as we kept
going. The higher we got the worse things
became, until we were driving on a layer of packed
ice and every corner became an exercise in keeping
the car moving straight and moving up.
I was only too aware that if we had to stop, the
chances of getting going, particularly with the
multi-plate clutch, would be very slim. In fact,
we had nearly reached the summit when I saw two
cars abreast and stuck across the road, blocking
it. There was nothing for it; we had to stop.
With the help of other drivers who arrived
behind us we pushed the smaller cars off the road
and tried to move forward ourselves. There was
nothing along the side of the road between our
car and a thousand foot drop. It was freezing cold
and the car just spun its wheels and the clutch
smelled cooked-we were worried.
Visions of getting trials cars up muddy slopes
encouraged me as the "heavier" driver to spread
myself precariously over the two rear-mounted
spare wheels and bounce. Whilst my co-driver did
his best with a distinctly reluctant clutch and some
hastily plucked branches placed under the wheels,
a few other competitors lent some weight to the
Hispano's back and we moved slowly forward.
Sadly, the clutch was never the same after this
and for the rest of the event we had to switch off,
select first gear and then restart whenever we
needed to move off. Luckily the battery held up.
Of course when we arrived home and dismantled

the clutch, we found two of the plates badly
distorted which explained the drag.
Although some fifty miles short of Rome our
troubles were not yet over. Cruising along steadily
in drizzle and failing light, the engine suddenly
died. We managed to pull off the road and run
through the normal series of investigating tests.
The culprit proved to be the fuel pumps; one had
clearly cut out earlier without our being aware of
it and now the other had followed suit, perhaps
under the onslaught of flying ice particles from
the pass. By careful cleaning and refitting of the
terminals we were able to get the car started and
gratefully completed our run into Rome.
We were up early on the Saturday morning to
see if we could improve the clutch operation or
our temporary repairs to the fuel pumps. The
clutch was not to be remedied but we had no
further fuel pump trouble. On the way back to
Brescia, however, we had the prospect of crossing
the Radicofani, the Futa and the Raticosa passes.
Contrary to what one might misguidedly believe
from reports of Stirling Moss's remarkable
98 mph average speed on the 1955 race, these
passes are by no means, wide, sweeping, long
curves through the hills.
On the contrary, the roads are narrow with
poorly made edges and many of the bends are
hairpins. Add to this the rapidly changing altitude
and a little rain and mist and these passes become
quite exciting, not to say lethal.
In fairness there are many compensations. For
example: wild enthusiasm from, if press reports
are to be believed, up to 15,000,000 watching

Graphic proof of the weather conditions.
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Italians who give everyone a warm reception.
They will, if pressed, even drive into the ditch if
their car is in danger of blocking one's route. At
regular intervals, particularly at time controls in
the many medieval towns, one is plied with gifts,
often of local wine which of course has to be consumed instantly along with a kiss from the local
May Queen.
The Hispano's main drawback, in fact
discovered early in the event, is that it is simply
too quiet. The prerequisites for a Mille Miglia entry are a bright red car that is fast and extremely
noisy. The Hispano is too quiet to be heard by
passing pedestrians, let alone echoing through
mountain passes. Since the event this failing has
been rectified with a straight through exhaust
system installed. Not very Hispano-Suiza, I'm
afraid.
After the last of the passes the route runs across
the Lombardy plains, through Bologna with some
good, open and very flat roads. After nearly two
thousand miles the engine is definitely much
looser and is happily cruising between 80 and 90
mph on the straight sections. At these speeds the

Hispano is an easy match for other cars of the
period and certainly surprises some drivers of
modern cars who are hurrying back to Brescia to
greet the competitors' return.
We finally get back to Brescia ourselves about
9.30 pm. It is already dark and again, the welcoming sight of the floodlit ramp, chequered flag and
reception committee is a most gratifying one for
our very sore eyes.
This last day has been an almost continuous
fourteen hours and over five hundred miles - it
certainly feels it.
By and large the Hispano behaved extremely
well throughout and proved to be a most satisfactory "mount" for the journey. If chosen as the
car for the 1993 event, driver comfort would be
greatly improved by some anti-bad weather equipment. A lower final drive would also improve performance as the present one was designed to run
with 18 inch wheels. From a spectator point of
view I have mentioned a louder exhaust but
perhaps we should paint the car Ferrari red. On
second thoughts I think not!

* .Hotel
Alpenrose
Wengen-

SWISS
TRADITION
WELCOMES
BRITISH
TRADITION
Family von Allmen
Tel.
01041 36/553216
Telex 923293
We look forward
to meeting you
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ROS HEPWORTH TRUST
By Norman Currie
are tired! Go and pick raspberries, there are 24
of us for tea."
At 49, Caversham Street, Norman was told,
"Go and sleep on the basement floor," which I
duly did, Kathleen being given the last couch! All
good fun.
In Wengen, when Ros finally stopped skiing,
she was to be seen each training day at the top
of the path up from Eigergletcher Station, looking
down with binoculars at the race track and was
so able to contribute to trainers' meetings, and dictate and control events just as she had always done.
I have reproduced below Ros' instructions for
the Wengen Rep: she had an interest in every
aspect of the Club.
When Ros left us for those big ski slopes in the
sky, a bequest in her will made sure that our dear
Ros is still playing her part in providing for our
Junior Racers.
1972/3
WENGEN REPS DUTIES

With the award from the Hepworth Trust this
year of £250 to Hillary Head for her racing
achievements, and British Team status, together
with a donation of £4000 to last year's training
camps, when all Junior Racers, who attended
those camps, received benefit in kind; I thought
it would be a rather nice idea to remind ourselves
of Ros Hepworth the person, Mrs Rosamund
Hepworth MBE.
In 1973 Ros celebrated her 70th birthday with
an Anniversary Dinner at the Palace Hotel
Wengen on 27th February. Even then Ros was
our Racing Secretary carrying out the most mind
blowing tasks of organising, and travelling with,
(in her minivan) the various racing and training
camps. In those days it was Hillend and Dachstein,
(Summer). Wengen, (Christmas and Easter), with
races in Austria, Italy and Switzerland.
Not surprisingly Ros was awarded the MBE for
her dedication to the promotion of British Ski
Racing in the Alps and was involved in skiing for
almost fifty years, being without question the
moving force which has today placed the DHO
as number one in junior racing and training.
Kathleen and I have so many lasting recollections of Ros such as, to Kathleen, "Don't
forget, only buy food where Green Shield stamps
are available," (at that time Green Shield were
supporting the British Team). "Make some more
Marmite sandwiches." "What do you mean you

The DHO and SCGB Reps in Wengen must work
in conjunction with each other, as there is not
sufficient scope for two different organisations.
During the Xmas Period the Reps will be called on
to give assistance with all races, as required by the
DHO Training Manager.
ON ARRIVAL Please obtain from the Hon. Sec.
the key of the Office and the P.O. Box Key. These
should be always in your possession and never lent
to anyone else, or left hanging up.
Also from the Hon. Sec. you should obtain
* an armband which must always be worn on duty,
* An abonnement, this is the Club's Abonnement
for the season and is worth £71. It should be worn
round your neck and not kept in your pocket.
* Cash Book and Petty Cash your accounts should
be balanced on Saturdays, and all matters to do with
cash referred to the Hon. Sec. and do not deal
yourself with the Bank.
* A supply of badges and a price list
PLEASE READ THE CLUB RULES.
DAILY DUTIES
The Weekly Programme should be published on
Thursdays and taken to the Kurverein before 5 p.m.
This should be duplicated and a copy issued to all
hotels, Travel Chalets, Kurverein Notice Board, and
the office.
The Programme should include runs of all standards,
Tests as required, Initiation Run, Instructions Run,
Cocktail Party. Etc.
RUNS These should start on time and the group...
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REPORT ON THE 1993 SEASON
By Ingrid Christophersen
I am kicking myself for not sitting down
immediately after our return from Easter training
to write this article. It is now July, Hintertux and
summer training is round the corner, and I have
forgotten what happened in the distant past in
Wengen, Altenmarkt and Alpe d'Huez.
What I do know is that the DHO is thriving.
We have a large stock of young trainees, ready to
blossom into full-blown successful racers. Our
future as an alpine club, providing children to all
the British teams, is secured.
Small glimpses of last year's training camps do

DHO trainees with friend.

spring to mind. We had excellent snow and real
winter conditions in Hintertux in October; the
only hiccup occured with the bus we were sharing
with Alpbach. It was a luxury bus, converted to
take a famous pop-group round Europe; loos, a
small galley, videos up and down and beds-no
seats! I did not venture to the top deck and can
only hope that the endless stream of videos we
provided the trainees with throughout the night
prevented them from fraternising with the other
club too much. We must keep it in the family!
Christmas in Wengen, followed by the BARSC

Christmas '93.

Championships in Altenmarkt, could not have
been slicker, smoother, better. Thousands of
miles of snow under our skis, smiling trainers and
a smiling sun. Little and large, there were forty
eight of us all in all. Thirty five trainees raced in
the BARSC championships, where we not only
swept the board and groaned under the weight of
silver, but disgraced ourselves by turning up
30 minutes late for the prizegiving. Rather well
stage managed!
The night we left to return to Britain it thawed

solidly and turned the roads round the youth
hostel into ice-rinks. The bus would not venture
down the track and we had to carry our luggage
up to it. The ensuing scenes were truly
Brugelesque - slithering, uncontrollable children,
bags, skis. Driving the DHO bus gave me the
same sensation as finding soap in bath-water.
Thank you Martin Bosher for coming to my
rescue.
Easter saw a week's training in Wengen
followed by the Junior and Children's
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Lindsay Whistler, Caroline Duder, Johnny
Moulder-Brown, Oliver Hall, Graham Bosher and
Nickie Lonie.
A special award of £250 went to Hillary Head
for her selection for the British Team. Tim Fawke
made the team this year and there are now five
DHO trainees on the British Teams.
Fifteen DHO children were members of the
British Children's Ski Team and raced in
Czechoslovakia, Turkey, Italy, France and
Andorra. I have been elected to the ISF
(International Ski Federation) Children's
Committee and the next Congress is in Rio de
Janeiro. Long live delegates' jollies to exotic
places!!
Winning the BARSC Trophy for best BARSC Club
at the championships in Altenmarkt.
L to R.
James Hopker, Oliver Hall, Angelika Deichgrdber
(Sally Lines), Tim Fawkes, John Moulder-Brown.
Championships in Alpe d'Huez and the English
Championships in Risoul. We were slightly off
colour in Alpe d'Huez. The Super-G started at
8.00 am and some children were still at it at four
in the afternoon. A river appeared in the middle
of the slope and had to be diverted before the race
could continue. The organisation worked
extremely hard, but I wish they would reconsider
returning the major British Championships to
where they came from - after Christmas training.
The argument that children reach their peak at
the end of the season no longer holds good, as
most children in serious training ski several times
each year, many of them in the autumn.
Risoul was a welcome change to Alpe d'Huez;
it snowed every night and the sun shone every
day. Again we collected enough silver to sink a
battleship.
Six £200 awards were made at Christmas, from
the Piers Benson Browning Trust. They went to

W9fSsroJ&&*#o<isso^'

Oliver Hall.

Kevin with a captive audience. Alpe de'Huez

The DHO bus is coming to the end of its useful
life - so am I for that matter - and I would like to
ask anyone now whether they have a finger in a
garage pie, or maybe influence with a car dealer.
We cannot live without our wonderful bus. We
are not proud, within reason we will advertise
anything!!
Spread the word, find some sponsorship and
watch this space next year.
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MACMILLAN CUP - PRIZE (

Eve Mellor and Bill Coldrey.

Harry Lockhart and Bill Armstrong

a

Nigel Moore, winner Macmillan Cup 1993

Adrian Smith, winner of the Big John Cup,
2nd place in the Macmillan Cup.

Carol West, winner Lockhart Cup, for 1st lady
holiday skier, Macmillan Cup.

Sheridan Killwick, winner Falken Ladies Cup.
1st lady, Macmillan '93 also winner, Security
Cup. 1st Lady over 30, Macmillan '93.
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Bill Coldrey, winner Stretcher Cup, 1st over 60
Macmillan '93.

Members at Macmillan Race prizegiving '93.

!
•fij

11 !

(Rev.) Roger Scoones, winner Jarvis Cup,
over 40 Macmillan '93.

Peter Liddell, winner Heavenly Bowl for
members over 70.

first

Mike Loveday, winner Falken Open Cup, 1st
male holiday skier, Macmillan '93

David Anderson, winner Bath Chair Cup for
members over 50.
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THE WENGEN CURLING CLUB
The Club's main activities once again took place in Wengen in glorious weather in January. The
majority of competitions were played outdoors on assisted ice. Attendance was slightly down on last
year but 13 and 11 teams, drawn from the hat in the traditional way where members can indicate
the position they prefer, participated in the Wengen Cup (donated in 1920) and the President's Prizes
competitions. The winners were respectively:E Hinds (skip) F Lochhead, D Paterson and J Stevenson
and F MacKenzie (skip), E Fenton, G Gilmour and E Wenger.
The Annual General Meeting,'held in the Silberhorn Hotel,was attended by 70 members. Eighty
members and friends supported a very enjoyable Dinner-Dance in the Eiger Hotel.
1993 was Wengen's turn to host the Bernese Oberland Curling Association's annual "Grand Match"
from the 15th to 17th January. The Club was invited to enter a team. The rules require the competition
to be played outside on unpebbled ice whatever the weather (sunshine, rain or snow). It is always
keenly contested by teams from many clubs. All the outside rinks were occupied and the club had
to use the three covered rinks for the duration of the competition.
Donald Forbes again undertook the organising of the Annual Reunion at Perth during the weekend
1st to 3rd October 1993.

WENGEN CURLING CLUB
OFFICE BEARERS 1993/1994
Hon President Robin Paterson, Vice President Mrs Susan Hinds,
Hon Secretary/Treasurer Finlay Lochhead, 116 Terregles Avenue, Glasgow G41 4LJ
Committee Members 1993/1994
Sandra Carruthers, Donald Forbes, George Gilmour, Finlay Lochhead, Fred MacKenzie,
John Semple and John Stevenson
Honorary Members
R Ades, Mrs M Aiton, S Anderson, M Beavor, Mrs W Beldi, Miss B Goodwin, C Lavers
W D Mackenzie, R Schweizer, Dr & Mrs Stettler, U Trachsel, Mrs M Walker
Mr H Abplanalp
Mrs M Allison
Mrs S Anderson
Mr & Mrs G Barclay
Mrs J Battison
Mr G Baumgartner
Miss E Bayne-Jardine
Mr W Baird
Mrs P van Berckel
Mr & Mrs J Bishop
Sir A Blair
Mr B Brindley
Miss B Brindley
Mr & Mrs H Brown
Mr & Mrs G Browning
Mr A Bruce
Mrs P Bulpitt
Mr & Mrs R Cadzow
Mr C Cameron
Mr K Carmichael
Mr & Mrs G Carruthers
Mr & Mrs R Clark
Miss N Clough
Mr & Mrs J Corcoran

Members
Mr S Courtman
Mr & Mrs Donelly
Mr P Edington
Mr J van Esch
Mr E Fenton
Mr H Fleming
Mr & Mrs D Forbes
Mr & Mrs K Geering
Mr & Mrs G Gibb
Mr & Mrs G Gilmour
Mr & Mrs J Gow
Mr R Gray
Mr W Greenwood
Mr & Mrs K Gumley
Lady S Harriman
Mr S Hinds
Mr & Mrs E Hinds
Mrs D Houlbrooke
Mr & Mrs J Haldane
Mrs H Hoyle
Mr J Hulsker
Mr & Mrs P von Ins
Mr & Mrs A Inverarity
Mrs M Joerg
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Mr & Mrs M Johnston
Mrs N Laing
Mr & Mrs J Lamotte
Mr C Lavers
Mrs A Lawrence
Mr & Mrs R Lochhead
Mr & Mrs J Logie
Mr & Mrs P Mackellar
Mr & Mrs F MacKenzie
Mr & Mrs J MacPherson
Mr & Mrs K McLean
Mr K McLeish
Mr & Mrs A McNicol
Mr & Mrs C Mewes-Taylor
Mr & Mrs A Morrison
Mr W Marti
Mr & Mrs E Moser
Mr H Mounsey
Mr & Mrs Jos Nanninga
Mr A Newman
Mr & Mrs R Nicholson
Mr & Mrs G Panton
Mr P Parke
Mr & Mrs R Paterson

Mr F Persson
Mrs D Rains
Mr J Robertson
Mrs R Rosti
D r W A I Rushford
Mrs V Russell
Mrs D Rutterford
Mr M Sauter
Miss S Schuttel
Mrs R Schweizer
Mrs E Scott
Mr & Mrs J Semple

Mr G Severn
Mr & Mrs D Shepherd
Mr & Mrs J af Sillen
Mr & Mrs D Steedman
Mr J Steven
Mr & Mrs J Steven
Mr & Mrs J Stevenson
Mr J Stewart
Mr & Mrs R Sturrock
Mrs I Thain
Mrs T Tol
Mrs U Trachsel

Mr & Mrs D Verden Anderson
Mr K Veldhuis
Mr & Mrs A Waley
Dr & Mrs C Walker
Mrs M Walker
Mr & Mrs N Walker
Mr R Walthert
Mr & Mrs R Watson
Mr E Wenger
Mr & Mrs D White
Mr & Mrs J Winter
Mr & Mrs D Woolley

BRECHIN MANAGEMENT LIMITED
6 Brechin Place, London SW7 4QA Tel 071-370 1256/7/8
Fax No: 071-370 2251

Max Davies
and the Staff at
Brechin Management Limited
wish the
DHO and Wengen
an Excellent Season
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Rules of The Downhill Only Club
(as amended 10 June 1992)

1

2

3

Name and Objects
1.1

The name of the Club shall be "The Downhill Only Club", known colloquially as "The D H O " .

1.2

The objects of the Club are the encouragement of racing and the promotion of good skiing and good fellowship among skiers
in the Wengen district. The Club will, so far as is within its powers, also co-operate with the Wengen Kurverein to provide
the best possible facilities for skiing in the district.

Membership
2.1

Members shall be expected to support and uphold the objects of the Club at all times.

2.2

The Club shall consist of:
2.2.1

Skiing Members

2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5

Honorary Members
Emeritus Members
Coggins
Non-skiing Members

2.3

Members in categories 2.2.1, & 2.2.2 above shall be entitled to elect from amongst themselves a management committee,
hereinafter referred to as "the Committee".

2.4

An applicant for membership must be proposed and seconded by members of the Club, one of whom must be a member
of the Committee. The Proposer and Seconder shall satisfy themselves that the applicant is interested in the sport of skiing
and is suitable in every way to become a member of the Club and they shall sign the appropriate application form accordingly.

2.5

Every applicant for admission in category 2.2.1 must be a competent skier of good SCGB third class standard.

2.6

Membership is subject to affirmation of the Committee which shall be exercised on its behalf and subject to its review by
the Membership Secretary and shall be deemed to have commenced on the date when a fully completed membership form
was lodged with the Membership Secretary. The Committee shall not be required to give any reason for refusing membership
to any applicant.

2.7

The Membership Secretary shall maintain a list of members other than Coggins members, which list may be kept in computerised
form.

2.8

The Committee shall have power, by unanimous vote of those present and eligible to vote, to invite eminent skiers and those
whose services are of great value to the Club to become Honorary members of the Club.

2.9

The Committee shall have power, by unanimous vote of those present and eligible to vote, to invite members who have attained
the age of 65 years to become Emeritus members of the Club.

2.10

A Coggins member must not have attained the age of 12 and must have a parent or guardian who is a member of the Club.
He or she will be required to pass a Coggins test and will be entitled to participate in any skiing events specially organised
for Coggins, but not in the Club runs or in the social events organised by the Club unless the Committee shall otherwise decide.

Subscriptions
3.1

Members shall be required to pay an annual subscription, except as provided for below, the amounts of which subscriptions
will be determined from time to time at an Annual General Meeting of the Club on proposals from the Committee.

3.2

Annual subscriptions are due and payable on application for membership and thereafter on every succeeding 1st November.
Annual subscriptions are payable by direct debit, but this requirement may be waived by the Membership Secretary or Treasurer
if there are special circumstances which justify a departure from this rule.

3.3

An Honorary member shall be exempt from the payment of a subscription and shall be automatically awarded the Club's
silver badge.

3.4

An Emeritus member shall be exempt from the payment of a subscription.

3.5
3.6

A Non-skiing member shall be entitled to a reduction in subscription equal to one half the annual subscription.
Members may compound their annual subscriptions by making a lump sum payment equal to twenty times the annual
membership fee then current, which shall then entitle them to membership for life.

3.7

Members of the same family resident at the same address shall be entitled to compound their subscriptions to a single amount
equal to three times the current annual subscription.
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The Committee shall have the authority to appoint an Editor who shall be responsible for the production of a Club Journal.
The list of members' names shall be published in the Journal together with their respective category of membership, abbreviated
appropriately.
One copy of the Journal shall be sent to each member, but where there are plural members resident at the same address
the Editor may determine the number of Journals to be sent to that address.
Coggins members will not be entitled to receive a copy of the Club Journal.

5

Management
5.1

The management of the Club shall be vested in the Committee which shall consist of:
5.1.1

6

Officers of the Club, namely a President, one or two Vice-Presidents, an Honorary Secretary, a Treasurer, a
Membership Secretary, and not more than seven other officers elected as provided by rule 2.3. A member may
be elected to more than one office.

5.1.2

Not more than ten further committee members elected as provided by Rule 2.3.

5.1.3

Not more than three co-opted members as provided by Rule 5.8 below.

5.1.4

The Committee shall meet at least once in every year in Wengen and at such other time and place as may be
agreed by the Committee from time to time.

5.2

The officers and further committee members shall be elected at the Annual General Meeting and shall hold office until the
next Annual General Meeting after their election. Two further members of the Committee will retire annually by rotation,
and will not be eligible for re-election for one year.

5.3

The Committee shall propose applicants at the Annual General Meeting to fill the posts of officers and further committee
members and shall select such applicants by ballot. An officer or further committee member who has in the previous year
failed to attend at least one meeting of the Committee (unless prevented by illness or absence abroad) shall not be eligible
for re-election.

5.4

Due notice of the names of all applicants to be proposed shall be posted to every member of the Club at least three weeks
before the Annual General Meeting, but special circumstances may necessitate deviation from this period, in which case such
notice shall contain an explanation to that effect.

5.5

In addition to the proposals by the Committee, any two members of the Club may propose an applicant for any of the posts
mentioned above, by giving notice to the Honorary Secretary at least six weeks before the date of the Annual General Meeting,
accompanied by the consent in writing of the applicant so proposed and the Secretary shall include the names of any such
applicants in the notice referred to in rule 5.4 above.

5.6

If at the Annual General Meeting the number of applicants duly proposed does not exceed the number of vacancies, the Chairman
shall declare the applicants elected, otherwise the election shall be by ballot.

5.7

The Committee shall have the power, by unanimous vote, to elect an Honorary President. This appointment shall be
supernumary to the officers and further committee members as defined in rules 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 above. The Honorary President
shall serve for a period of three years, but may be re-elected for further three-year periods. The Honorary President shall
be entitled to attend meetings of the Committee, but shall not exercise any power to vote on resolutions that are before the
Committee.

5.8

The Committee shall have power to appoint such sub-committees as the Committee may consider necessary. The Chairman
or one named member of each sub-committee shall be automatically co-opted to all meetings of the Committee but shall have
no vote unless he or she is an elected member of the Committee. Sub-committees may incur expenditure on behalf of the
Club within their particular fields but subject to any restrictions and limitations for the time being imposed by the Committee.

5.9

The Committee shall be entitled, by unanimous vote of those present and voting, to co-opt as an extra member of the Committee
any member of the Club, provided that such co-opted members do not exceed three in number and also do not exceed the
number of further committee members present. Such co-opted members shall hold office only for the meeting at which they
are co-opted.

5.10

Three members shall form a quorum of the Committee.

Expulsion and Lapsing of Membership
6.1

A Member may be expelled from the Club, for breach of the Club rules, at a meeting of the Committee subject to approval
of the membership at the Annual General Meeting. Due notice of this motion for confirmation shall be posted to every member
of the Club, at least three weeks before the meeting. The member concerned shall be given an opportunity of appearing before
the Committee and subsequently before the Annual General Meeting to state his case. No member shall be expelled unless
at least 10 votes are passed in favour of the motion to confirm expulsion at the Annual General Meeting.

6.2

The membership of any member whose subscription is more than twelve months in arrears shall lapse and the Membership
Secretary shall be entitled to remove the name of any such member from the membership list.
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7

8

9

10

Awards
7.1

Members who are better than SCGB second class may be awarded the Club's Silver Badge by the unanimous vote of the
Committee provided that the nomination is supported by the current Wengen Secretary who shall himself or herself have
skied with the member. Members considering themselves to be of Club Silver standard may request the Wengen Secretary
to validate their standard.

7.2

The Committee shall be entitled to award the Club's Racing Arrow and also its Gold Badge by a unanimous vote taken at
a Committee meeting attended by not less than 10 members. Both are intended to encourage British skiing and will be awarded
to members of British Nationality. Only one Racing Arrow may be awarded to any one member.

General Meeting
8.1

The Annual General Meeting of the Club shall be held in the United Kingdom during the months of June or July. The Honorary
Treasurer shall produce at the Annual General Meeting a statement of the financial position of the Club, as at the previous
30th April. At least three weeks' notice in writing shall be given to members for the Annual General Meeting.

8.2

An Extraordinary General Meeting of the Club may be held at the instigation of the Committee or on signed request to the
Secretary of at least 50 members in categories 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. At least fourteen days notice in writing shall be given to members
for an Extraordinary General Meeting.

8.3.

The Chair, whether at General Meetings or Committee Meetings, shall be taken by the President, or in his absence by a
Vice-President, or in their absence by the senior Member of the Committee. The Chairman shall have a deliberate vote and,
in the case of any equality of votes, a casting vote also.

The Property of the Club
9.1

The property of the Club (other than legacy funds received by the Club from the executors of the late Mrs H R Hepworth
and accretions and accruals and additions thereto, hereinafter called "the Hepworth Fund") shall be vested in the Honorary
Treasurer or such other person or persons as shall be authorised by resolution of the Committee who shall deal with such
property in accordance with the directions of the Committee.

9.2

The Committee shall by resolution from time to time authorise such proper persons (being officers) as it thinks fit to sign
cheques drawn on any accounts in the Club's name.

9.3

The Hepworth Fund shall be vested in Trustees (hereinafter called "the Hepworth Trustees") who shall apply the capital
and income thereof for the promotion of ski-racing and training at their discretion provided that in exercising such discretion
they shall take account of any recommendation of the Committee and they shall be indemnified against risk and expense out
of the Hepworth Fund.

9.4

The Hepworth Trustees shall be elected at a General Meeting of the Club and shall not be more than 5 nor fewer than 3
a majority of whom shall be non-resident in the UK. The President for the time being shall be ex officio a Hepworth Trustee
and the remaining Trustees shall hold office until death or retirement or until such time as new trustees shall be appointed
in their place by resolution of Members in a General Meeting of the Club. Any Trustee being a solicitor or other person engaged
in any profession or business shall be entitled to charge and be paid all usual charges for business transacted, time expended
and acts done by him or any employee or partner of his in connection with the execution of the trusts of the Hepworth Fund.

The Piers Benson Browning Bursary
10.1

11

Matters not otherwise provided for
11.1

12

A bursary known as "The Piers Benson Browning Bursary" shall be awarded at the discretion of the committee to one or
more junior members of the club who, in the opinion of the Committee, show exceptional promise as a ski racer. The bursary
award will be allocated for training purposes or related activities as the Committee shall so decide.

All matters not herein provided for and not involving the amendment of these Rules shall be dealt with by the Committee.

Rules
12.1

These Club Rules may only be changed by a majority of two-thirds of those present and voting at an Annual General Meeting.
Any proposal for changes in the Rules shall be submitted to the Committee by at least ten members or by a Sub-Committee
appointed for the purpose and the Committee shall make a recommendation regarding the same to the membership at an
Annual General Meeting. The notice convening such meeting shall specify the alterations proposed.

12.2

These Club Rules shall be interpreted in accordance with normal English usage and any dispute in the interpretation of these
rules shall be adjudicated by the Committee.

Subscriptions
The levels of subscription at 10 June 1992 are:Skiing membership
£20
Non-skiing membership
£10
Family membership
£60
(Three or more members at the same address)

Life Membership
Honorary membership
Emeritus membership
Coggins membership
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£400
none
none
none

THE STORY OF THE TRUMMELBACH FALLS
By Bruce Sutherland
When the Young Woman, the Monk and the Ogre more snow than anyone could ever remember. It
were turned into mountains, the mountain fell continuously for several weeks and it piled up
dwarves found that they had a special problem, high all over the mountains and the glaciers.
Not only did they have three new big mountains Then, in the spring, it suddenly turned very hot,
to look after, to keep the glaciers moving slowly with days much warmer than even in the middle
and to make little avalanches to clear away the of the hottest summer. As the glaciers melted
snow gradually and prevent big avalaches; they more quickly, the water started to rise behind the
also had to see that all the melted snow was carried dam the dwarves had built. The dwarves slowed
away safely down to the rivers below. And this down the glacier machines (you can read about
is where the problem arose.
these and how they worked in the Legend of the
What the dwarves always tried to do was to Tablers), but this turned out to be a mistake. One
make the water flow down the lower parts of the afternoon, when it had been hotter than ever,
mountains in little streams. In this way, even there was an enormous thunderstorm. The rain
where they had to have waterfalls because the side came pouring down and the shock of the thunder
of the mountain was so steep, the waterfalls were claps made all the glaciers split. Suddenly there
never so large as to be dangerous. If you look were huge avalanches of ice and water rushing
along the walls of the valley above Lauterbrunnen, down from the mountains. A hugh wave of ice and
you will see all the little waterfalls. Even the water swept down the ravine against the dam at
biggest one, which is called the Staubbach, is quite the end. Eventually, as more and more weight
safe and there is not too much water coming down pressed against it, the dam broke and a huge flood
in one place which might flood the farmland burst out over the side of a valley and crashed
below.
down onto the farms below. It swept away the
The trouble with the new mountains was that, farmhouses and the trees and bushes and rushed
at the end of them nearest to the Lauterbrunnen down the valley through Lauterbrunnen and on
valley, they were jammed up against the side of beyond Zweiliitschinen. Lots of people were
the old line of little mountains from the killed and it was the greatest disaster the valley
Mannlichen to the Lauberhorn. If you look over had ever known.
from the Murren side of the valley, you can see
The dwarves were horrified because they knew
that there is only one very narrow and very deep that they had failed in their duty, but they did
ravine into which all the glaciers and snow can not know what they could do. A huge waterfall
flow from this side of the new mountains. If the was pouring masses of water into the valley and
water from the sides of the new mountains, as well they could not stop it. In desperation, the chief
as that from the Lauberhorn, were all to flow of the dwarves called out to the Monk to help
down that narrow ravine up above, there would them. Until then, the Monk had noticed nothing
be so much that there would be a huge waterfall because he was, as usual, deep in prayer and
which would drown the farms in the valley below, meditation. When he heard the cry for help and
The chief of the dwarves called a meeting of saw what had happened, he immediately made a
Elders, the council of the oldest and wisest special prayer to God.
dwarves, to discuss how to solve the problem.
A few minutes later, his prayer was answered.
After a long discussion, they decided that all they The ends of the mountains at the bottom of the
could do was to build a dam across the bottom ravine moved together, shutting off the waterfall.
of the ravine and to make a line of holes at the At the same time, the rock at the bottom of the
bottom of it and through the rock at either side ravine split and the water rushed down in
of it so that there would be a lot of little waterfalls waterfalls inside the mountain and out at the
instead of one big one. They were not sure that bottom in a deep stream which ran safely into the
this would work, but it was the best they could do. river which flows down the valley. It is called the
For the first few years, all was well. The winters Weiss Ltitschine, which means the white river —
were very cold so that good solid glaciers could you can see why if you look at it foaming along
form on the sides of the new mountains and down as it carries away all the melted snow and ice.
in the ravine. The summers, too, were quite cool
Ever since then, the water from the melting
so that the glaciers did not melt too quickly and glaciers and snow on the mountains has poured
the water flowed safely through the holes and safely down the ravine and through the falls inside
made a line of little waterfalls down into the valley, the mountain.
Indeed, the farmers in the valley below were very
Thousands of people go to see the Trummelpleased with the extra supply of water which bach Falls every year, but very few of them know
helped the fields to grow better than they had ever how they first came to be there and how they are
done before.
all part of the story of the Young Woman, the
But then disaster struck. One winter there was Monk and the Ogre.
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COGGINS REPORT
by Michelle Moore
December saw many of us making the
annual/biannual trek to Wengen, the mecca for
skiers.
There were several new faces amongst the
regulars but we were soon seen and heard, to the
envy of many, all over the mountain. Coggins was
in full flow yet again.

Jemma is a long-time DHO member/Wengener,
along with all her family.
Jemma started her skiing in Scotland, as many
of us did, in the rain, and the heather then
progressed to Wengen and, naturally, Coggins.
She is currently studying in Edinburgh. After
many hours of teaching at Hillend, she seeks to
complete her BASI (British Association of Ski
Instructors) qualifications soon. Jemma is greatly
suited to the position of Coggin Manager and I
have great confidence in her ability to continue
to train our future racers. I am not abandoning
Jemma and will naturally be in Wengen-after
twenty odd years, some habits are hard to break.

Freddie Whitelaw helping at Coggins Races.
Where else can you enjoy day after day of pure
uninhibited, noisy fun whilst improving your
skiing immensely?
Conditions were good despite the lack of fresh
snow, but digging in the powder for an upside
down Coggin is all in a day's work for a Coggin
instructor!
The standard of this season's Coggins was very
good and a few days of hard skiing brought rapid
improvement to all. Several of the Coggins will
no doubt be progressing, yet again, into the
Minnies Group next season. Unlike the trainees,
after our exceedingly competitive race day we have
a fancy dress party. The pre-holiday preparation
by mums paid off, and the outfits were
imaginative and original.
Coggins for the new season will be of a similar
pattern but with a new hand at the helm. I have
great pleasure in announcing that Jemma Handley
will be taking over from me as I am retiring.

Tara, 1st Girl in Christmas 1992 race.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
everyone who has helped and supported me
during my ten years' involvement with Coggins,
especially my parents, Norman and Kathleeen
Currie, and Jerry, without whom the task would
have been impossible.
I am sure you will assist Gemma in every way
with her new responsibility. Please will you all
direct your questions/bookings for Coggins to
Jemma direct, at the following address:
Jemma Handley
15, Royal Crescent
Edinburgh, EH3 6QA
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Ben, 1st Boy in Coggins Christmas 1992 races.

Coggins class on Race Day 1992.
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THE TOUR THAT WASN'T
By Vaughan Gaskell
Twice the official DHO Spring Tour was
cancelled because of bad weather. But the call of
the mountains is a strong one to those who like
to get away from it all for a few days each year.
Adlolf Schlunegger had offered to take two of us
ridge walking in July. Simon Hollington and I
decided to volunteer-bring crampons, ice axe,
harness, my fax to Simon rather hopefully
suggested that there would be none of that
eyebrows on rock stuff, being slung over
precipices.
Bad weather continued. Wengernalp had 40 cm
of snow, Adolf's brother was having to feed his
cows. At seven am on the day we were due to go,
it was finally decided we would risk the weather
and meet Adolf that evening in Gsteig. At quarter
to eight we were drinking beer outside the Baren
being told what was in store.
We would drive to Saas Almagell, in the
extreme south of the Valais, climb up to the new
Almagelle hut and go walking from there. Paddy,
Simon's mother, who had come for the ride, could
do less strenuous walks while we were there.

It was a lovely new hut, about three and a half
hours up from the valley, in an area of scree and
boulders, with various ridges in the background.
Tomorrow we would do the Dri Hornili.
If you have ever seen one of those cardboard
decoy police cars, that best describes the Dri
Hornili, large and substantial when viewed from
the hut, but with nothing behind it when once on
top. Innocently enough our route led acrosss a
boulder field to an inclined shelf which seemed
to run to the ridge - 1 had visions of a well trodden
path, perhaps even with signposts and the odd
seat. We were told to put on harnesses, were
attached to Adolf s rope and had a sling and
carabiner looped through the harness.

Ridge walking.

Rock climbing.

The inclined ledge soon petered out, dreams of
beautiful views and mountain air began to
evaporate. Adolf would go in front, he would
shout 'belay' which I think means he was
attaching himself to something, then call 'climb,'
when we could follow each other up. The ledge
had turned into a ridge, not too steep, but with
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a drop either side.
Not too difficult, plenty of holds, sometimes it
got steeper, always it was narrow. As we got
higher, greater care was taken to anchor us to
something each time we regrouped. Quite early
in the proceedings, my contact lens
dislodged - probably an advantage not being able
to see, but no chance of ever finding it again if
it fell out, as below was nothing for two hundred
feet. Mercifully, I got it back into position.
Each pitch was different, sometimes a sharp
edge to scramble along, sometimes a sheer face
with hand holds to climb up, or a smooth slope
to manoeuvre across. Usually one could see fifty
to a hundred feet ahead, it paid to watch what
Adolf had done, one did not feel a great desire
to either look behind or to either side.
After a couple of hours or so, Adolf announced
that we were coming to a difficult bit, a smooth
sloping bit of rock gradually became a vertical
cliff, beautifully smooth, quite narrow, in all
perhaps thirty feet high. It took Adolf quite a time
to fathom that one - I was trying to work out how
closely related I was to an octopus, how many of
that creatures adhesive devices I may have
inherited -for this job you needed long arms and
legs which would grip on things one would never
have thought could be gripped on. One also had
to make sure the right bit got on the right hold,
or progess would cease.
I followed Adolf up, the vertical bit was

completely featureless. There was a place for my
feet, but nothing for my hands. In the end, I
yelled to Adolf that I was coming up the rope.
Next thing I was alongside him, watching a
grimacing and grunting Simon trying to work out
how to do it.
A few easy pitches followed, then ahead was a
large vertical bolt in the rock-you are going to
do some abseiling we were told. We had come to
a cliff, wider at the top than the bottom, about
fifty feet high. I was let down first, you lie back,
holding on the rope, walking down the rock in
a horizontal position. Not particularly scary, one
just had to make sure one didn't step sideways
off the cliff face. Simon was soon down too, then
Adolf did the true abseil where by some miracle
the rope ends up at the bottom with him.
A few more pitches, more variety and the ridge
suddenly widened out and we were at the top, a
wide rock field, with the inevitable cairn, a view
of the hut on one side and a brilliant green lake
on the other.
So much for the ridge walking. The weather
stayed dry, whilst it poured in the Oberland. We
all came down the mountain different ways, two
days later. We dropped Adolf at Aigle, did a
supermarche shop at Pontarlier and had an
overnight stop in France and a delicious meal.
I'm glad I went, it gives a different perspective
to our normal winter activities.

Lunch on top.
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RAILWAY CUP 1993
TICKETS PLEASE
There's a little railway station up the hill from Lauterbru
Where a broken hearted tourist spends his very last Ecu;
For his holiday is ended as homeward bound again
He hears that dread voice calling down the last descending train.
It's a phrase that back in Britain (if you pay your proper due)
Will do no more than calm you, even if you're on the loo;
He's that cheery old conductor, as he puts you at your ease
With his "Mornin luv, excuse me, could I see your ticket please?"
But here amongst the mountains, where skiers come to play
It has different connotations at the start of every day;
For it hints at darker meanings mid the crush of morning train,
It's that multi-lingual version of that dreaded short refrain.
They pack you in like sardines, till there's ne'er a crack of light
The windows 'Swiss type' shuttered, not a breath of air in sight;
Then from the furthest carriage he starts to fight his way,
With push and shove "Entschuldigen" and "Billet s'il vous plait."
At Wengernalp it's stopping, (Please someone get off here)
Oh no, it's some more skiers; you start to shake with fear;
But there's one man who is happy as back he starts again
With "Billet bitte, merci" that haunting old refrain.
At last you're on the ski slopes, ticket armband as before
To flash at mute attendant as another lift you score;
But not this year my lieblings, machines at every start
Flash "Billet bitte stecken" and "Have a gute fahrt!"
How oft you have retained it, that photo from your youth
With umpteen layers of fablon (of you it's barely proof!)
But machines you cannot fool them, it's the cellulose you blame
As you see that well known saying "Nochmal stecken" Try again!
For some it's not so easy, though the latest card they bear
A sensor lets them through the gate as soon as they are near
But yes (you rightly guessed it) it's happened oft before,
The automatic sensor doesn't auto anymore!
You finally have cracked it, and at the Holenstein
You're ready with your ticket for the next machine you find;
But as you vainly search there, a little man appears
With "Billet bitte, s'il vous plait," to swell your darkest fears.
All day you skied so happily and had a careless time
Till you descend to Wengen down the Mannlichen bahn line
No man, machine or ticket check! They surely have forgotten?
Bad luck, you are mistaken, they get you at the bottom!
P. D. Z.
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ROPE RACE-DHO CLUB MEMBERS
By Michelle Moore
Having never entered a Club race before, it was
with trepidation that we stood with twenty or so
other pairs at the start of the Ladies' Downhill,
tied to our partners. Last minute pep talks and
racing advice was sought and clearly received, this
we discovered several falls later. A mass start
instigated some serious racing snow ploughs, the
adventurous ones trying synchronised parallels.

N*qM^9«*

The Brunners - Winners.

Mrs Mashey enjoying the apres race celebration.

Why all this foolish behaviour? The Rope Race
of course; the concept being to race down a
prepared course of a certain length, tied to your
partner with a short string, stop half-way down,
swap sides and hurtle onwards to the finish. Only
the British could do this in the name of fun.
However, the race was on, the style was gone
and the competitive spirit drove skiers to new
heights of adventurous skiing. The Mashey
partnership attempted to sabotage all the others,
but found the tactic limiting and fraught with law
suits! The Brunners, we all like to believe, had
been practising, or cheated, and hence won. In
reality, they skied well, fell down little and worked
together, which says little for the rest of us.
The race was our first dabble in Club events,
having been occupied elsewhere before, and was
unquestionably entertaining, adventurous,
achieving its aims.
Thank you, Paul, for an excellent Club race. See
you next year-we are practising hard for the
synchronised turns!

Race Results and further
race photographs on pages
fifty five to sixty five.

Proposed Spring Tour 1994
See Club Notes
Page nineteen
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NEVER MIND APRES-WHAT ABOUT PRE-SKI?
By A D Percival
There is a lot of talk about Apres-Ski, but none
about Pre-Ski and how the later in life it is the
worse it is.
For years I had resisted the sport as a pastime
which came under the heading of savage enjoyment. But, at the age of fifty, I was faced by a
determined wife who had decided I was in the
male menopause and needed a new challenge.
In the event, I was provided with more
challenges than I could ever have imagined —
before I even got anywhere near a piste. It began.
when the brochures arrived in the house.
Those for summer holidays are written by
people in training for the Booker Prize for Fiction
and a pinch of salt should be taken with them.
But ski brochures are in a different category —
they need no help in confusing their readers, they
can do this perfectly well on their own.
We looked at the runs on simplistic maps, each
run marked by green, blue, red or black.
Compilers of these maps have one quality in
common — colour-blindness. To stand in awful
dread at the top of a nasty black run shown on
the map as blue is a sobering experience which
can focus the mind wonderfully well.
We read about all the transportation systems:
drags, chairs, buttons, gondolas, telecabines,
funicular railways and T-bars. With hindsight I'm
glad we didn't know about the last and its fiendish
drawbacks, or we might have given up there and
then and tried sky-diving as an easy alternative.
Then, of course, there was this business of
getting fit.
All the gurus of the sport agree on how
important it is. National newspapers carry at least
one article per season on the subject. Consenting
adults can buy video-tapes under plain brown
wrapper, to be smuggled home where strange
contortions are then indulged in. Church and
village halls throughout Britain echo to the
alarming grunts from rusty bodies being exhorted
by nubile nymphs to move to music. It is a sad
and sobering sight to see a portly gentleman in
a tracksuit trying to touch his toes in time with
the Beatles.
By Christmas, fanatics are in peak condition and
snorting in an athletic frenzy, like over-trained
racehorses. Our own efforts entailed getting out
of bed half-an-hour earlier than usual and then
doing a set of arms-bend-knees-stretch while
listening to Brian Redhead, neither of which I find

very easy. Our neighbours were being woken up
by the noise we made and, after a fortnight, we
returned the alarm to its' original setting and sank
back into lethargy. If we had continued then I
believe bits of my body would have started to fall
off.
My sympathies lie with a friend whose wife gave
him an exercise bike for Christmas. She found him
on Boxing Day morning sitting in the saddle with
a cigarette in one hand and a whisky in the other.
"Look!" he greeted her proudly, as he pedalled
at a nonchalant pace, "No hands!"
Then there are the dry-ski slopes.
Never let the middle-aged near one of the
blasted things!
It is difficult to drive home changing gear and
steering, using only one's fingers. All that I got
out of it was a taste of what it must have been like
to have been in the clutches of Torquemada when
he was playing around with his thumbscrews. At
least it stopped me thinking about how sore my
bottom was.
Although painful on the pocket, getting kitted
out with ski wear was relatively easy. In fact,
positively enjoyable as far as my wife was
concerned.
"So useful for walking the dog" she said,
pirouetting in front of.the mirror in an expensive
and stylish anorak. I could only grunt gloomily
as I went on in my search for something to wear
on my head. Years later I am still hoping to find
a hat which does not make me look as if I am one
pork pie short of a picnic. There is something
about my face which does not lend itself to woolly
hats with bobbles on top. I resemble someone who
has just had tea with Little Noddy in his Wendy
House. The nearest to satisfaction is an American
cap bearing the legend 'Mike Carter's Quarter
Horses' and is in the same style as one of those
peaked caps much favoured by Rommel's Afrika
Korps. It keeps my head warm, even if cheeky
little boys go past me on their skis with their arms
raised in the Nazi salute.
By the time we took off for Munich for my first
ski holiday I was bruised in both body and soul.
The BA Stewardess brought me my large scotch
without showing any disapproval she may have
felt at six-thirty in the morning.
But I needed i t - a n d all I'd been through was
the Pre-Ski!
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RACING

DHO GIANT SLALOM. Minis. 28 Dec 92. Salzegg. Fine, firm.
1. Jonathan Lonie; 1'05.46". 2. Chimene Alcott; 1'05.57". 3. Christopher Pratt; 1'05.65". 4. Danielle
Bosher; 1'12.02". 5. Nicola Crockett; 1'12.96". 6. Robert Davies; 1'20.71'. 7. Roshan Doostdar;
1'26.75". 8. Alexandra Hendy; 1'27.72". 9. Harriet Prest; 1'52.69". Nicholas Axelrod DNF.
DHO GIANT SLALOM. Junior Girls. 28 Dec 92. Salzegg. Fine, firm.
Two Runs. 1. Tania Mani; 1'47.52". 2. Erika Bircher; 1'48.53". 3. Andrea Ruby; 1'49.57*.
4. Victoria Spitzley; 1'53.85". Karin Egger DNS. Candida Williams and Giorgia Webber DNF.
DHO GIANT SLALOM. Girls. 28 Dec 92. Salzegg. Fine, firm.
1. Tania Mani; 53.05". 2. Erika Bircher; 54.89". 3. Andrea Rubi; 54.98". 4. Victoria Spitzley;
56.75". 5. Martina Schild; 57.72". 6. Lindsey Whistler; 58.42". 7. Caroline Duder; 59.05". 8. Karin
Schild; 59.07". 9. Nicola Marcel; 1'00.88". 10. Silvia Inabnit; 1'02.23"; 11. Martina Braband;
1'02.87". 12. Catherine Bridgeman; 1'05.29". 13. Lyndsey Baker; 1'05.38". 14. Abigail Weller;
1'06.00". 15. Jenny Chatelain; 1'06.16". 16. Joanna Fawkes; 1'06.30". 17. Melanie Steiner;
1'06.51". 18. Karina Harris; 1'07.36". 19. Hannah Broughton; 1'08.04". 20. Katja Gregory;
1'14.13". 21. Olivia Neame; 1'14.82". 22. Kathryn Miller; 1'17.36". 22. Carys Brunner;
1'22.24". Karin Egger DNS. Giorgia Webber, Monica Shaw, Candida Williams, Shadi Doostdar,
Jessica Zolla, and Candice Lingham-Willgoss DNF. Emma Goldschmeid, Disqualified.
DHO GIANT SLALOM. Boys. 28 Dec 92. Salzegg. Fine, firm.
l.HanueliGertsch; 49.32". 2. Rolf von Weissenfluh; 50.24". 3. Stefan Frauchiger; 50.44". 4. John
Moulder-Brown; 50.62'. 5. Oliver Hall; 50.68". 6. Urs Roller; 50.92". 7. Roger Leuenberger;
51.46". 8. Marcel Rieder; 51.75". 9. Philip Hodler; 51.92". 10. Stefan Roth; 52.83". 11. Christian
Brill; 53.13". 12. James Allen; 54.37". 13. Rufus Alcott; 54.51". 14. Markus Zurbuchen; 55.31". 15.
Nick Lonie; 55.49". 16. Marcel Homberger; 55.88". 17. Christopher Lonie; 55.97". 18. Marcel
Fischer; 56.21". 19. Thomas Molitor; 56.40". 20. Jonathon Crocket; 56.57". 21. Brono Rubi;
56.76". 22. Thomas Huggler; 57.26". 23. Daniel Zumbrunn; 58.08". 24. Byron Kidd; 58.63". 25.
Stefan Zurbuchen; 58.67". 26. Matthew Wright; 59.01". 27. Werner Zurbuchen; 59.57". 28.
Christopher Colling; 59.58". 29. Andrew Crockett; 59.96". 30. Michael Jaun; 1'01.22". 31. Christian
Durham-Hall; 1'02.11". 32. Andreas von Allmen; 1'02.13". 33. Alex Bent; 1'02.38". 34. Joannes
Fuez; 1'02.41". 35. John Moore; 1'02.50". 36. Daniel Brawand; 1'03.57". 39. Nelson Pratt;
1'05.51". 40. Graham Bosher; 1'06.07". 41. Duncan Murray; T06.12". 42. Alexander Neame;
T06.93". 43. Marek Korab-Karpinski; 1'07.39". 44. Alexander Newberry; 1'09.30'.
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Which
wood finish?
The first answer is simple enough:
If you want to be certain of the best results, any wood finish made by Rustin's.
For quality and performance, Rustin's products are the best you can buy.
But then you have a choice: for a particular job, should you for example use a Rustin's Varnish,
or Danish Oil, or French Polish?
The descriptions below should help you decide. But if you need further assistance, we'll send
you a free information pack - including a complete guide to French Polishing. Write to the
address below enclosing a large S.A.E.
Strypit

'Danish Oil

'Colorglaze

Paint & Varnish Remover, Free from acid
and caustic. May be used with complete
confidence on antique furniture.

Based on tung oil for extra protection and
durability. Easily wiped on, leaving a natural,
low lustre finish. Excellent on pine and all
wood turning.

Designer range of seven beautiful
transparent satin colours that lets the
woodgrain show through.

'Wood Dyes
For staining bare wood prior to finishing.
Easy to apply, quick drying, non-fade - and
suitable for interior and exterior use.

*Polyurethane varnishes
Available in gloss, satin and matt finishes
plus a range of beautiful wood shades.
Requires fewer coats - saves you time and
money!

Yacht varnish

The Renovators
Restore all furniture finishes. Surface
Cleaner - Finish Reviver - Scratch Cover Liquid Wax. Make old furniture look new.

Tfiese products conform to toys safety regulations BS 5665.

Other products include: Wood Bleach,
Wood Stopping, Plastic Wood, Grain
Filler, Sanding Sealer & Teak Oil.
Post to: Dept DIY, Rustins Ltd.,
Waterloo Road, London NW2 7TX.

'Plastic Coating
Unique two-part clear lacquer resistant to
heat, solvents and abrasion. Burnish to a
mirror-like gloss or rub down to satin or matt
permanent finish.

Based on tung oil and phenolic resins for
maximum exterior durability. Dries to superb
high gloss finish.

IRustitfi^

Trench Polishes

DanishOilf

Including Button, White and Transparent.
Made from pure shellac and alcohol.

'Acrylic Varnishes
Available in gloss, satin and matt finishes.
Quick-drying, non-toxic, rinse brushes in
water.

Flexterior
The longer-lasting exterior satin wood finish.
In wood shades and clear finish. Won't flake
or blister.

Rust ins

The world's finest wood
finishes and specialist paints.

Available at good independent DIY and hardware stores.
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45. Jason Crockett; 1'09.66". 46. Richard Fawkes; 1'10.67". 47.John Brunner; 1'12.11". 48. Oliver
Wood; 1'13.81". 49. Alastair Instone; 1'16.43". 50. Max Muir; 1'23.08". 51 Duncan Robertson;
1'32.12". Marc Ceiser, James Whistle, Jonathan Robinson, Klaus Neiderhauser, Ben Dumbell,
Edward Jolly, and Simon Hall. DNF. David Shnaps, David Folkman, Nicholas Hendy, Ryan Heinz,
Peter Bonham-Christie, Simon von Almen, Rene Aimer, and Lucas Appenzeller, Disqual.
DHO GIANT SLALOM. Junior Boys. 28Dec 92. Salzegg. Fine, firm.
Two Runs.
1. Hansueli Gertsch; 1'40.42". 2. Rolf von Weissenfluh; 1'40.81". 3. Stefan Frauchiger; 1'42.18".
4. Marcel Rieder; 1'43.98". 5. Oliver Hall; 1'44.16". 6. Roger Leuenberger; 1'44.91". 7. Stefan
Roth; 1'46.48". 8. Christian Brill; 1'47.15". 9. James Allen; 1'49.42". 10. Markus Zurbuchen;
1'51.04". 11. Christopher Lonie; 1'51.88". 12. Marcel Fischer; 1'52.58". 13. Matthew Wright
1'57.90". 14. Julian Kidd; 2'04.06". 15. Urs Roller; 2'07.05". 16. Alexander Neame; 2'11.56".
Jonathan Robinson, and Marc Geiser DNF. David Folkman and Lucas Appenzeller Disqual.
CLUB ROPED RACE. 31 Dec 92. Tscuggen-Aspen. Fine, icy.
Raced in pairs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Kate

Carys and Mike Brunner.
Henry Alban-Davies and Conrad Shawcross.
Van Eeghans (two).
Rachel Maskey and Nick Zvegintzov.
Michelle and Jerry Moore.
Hester Alban-Davies and Henry Wilsher
Geoffrey Gay and Michael Maskey.
Alison and John Fleming.
Alban-Davies and John Brunner, and Jenny and Huw Alban-Davies were disqualified.

HEINZ CUP. 7 Jan 93. A timed race for teams including a treasure hunt and composition of
a verse of a poem.
1.
Jane Fisher and Mike White.
2.
Huw and Jenny Alban-Davies.
3.
J and C Wilkinson.
4
Adrian Smith and Sheridan Killwick.
5.
J and F King, and D Jessel.
6.
M and E Tremayne, and P and M Watson.
7.
H Wilsher, H, K, and Henry Alban-Davies.
8.
C King and A Jessel.
(The poem is printed on page sixty six of the Journal).
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ANDY CAPP 1993 PRIZEGIVING
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Prizegiving by Mike Loveday.
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Trophy prizegiving.

Highest points scorer Michael Pettifer
(SCGB Rep).

Overall winner, Jane Paxton receiving
trophy from Unni Loveday.

Sarah Walduck, member of winning team in
downhill relay section.

Winner of Slalom section
Roger Scoones 'receiving' from Unni Loveday.
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BRITISH SCHOOLGIRLS INVITATION RACES. Flaine. 30/31 Jan 93.
Giant Slalom. 30 Jan 93. (DHO positions).
11. Caroline Duder; 1'15.98". 27. Catherine Bridgman; T22.90". 34. Abigail Weller; 1'24.31".
Team Positions; 7. DHO/1 17. DHO/2.
Slalom. 31 Jan 93.
11. Lyndsey Baker; 1'49.02". 28. Catherine Bridgman; 1'58.60". 30. Caroline Duder; 1'59.14".
Abigail Weller DNF.
MACMILLAN CUP. 4 Feb 93. Barhag on short course. Fine, worn.
1. Nigel Moore; 1'36" (Macmillan Cup). 2. Adrian Smith; 1'39" (Big John Cup). 3. David Anderson;
1'40" (Bath Chair Cup). 4. Andreas Cova; 1'42". 5. Mike Loveday; 1'55" (Falken Open Cup).
6. Roger Scoone; 2'01" (Jarvis Cup). 7. Sheridan Killwick; 2'06" (Falken Ladies/Security Cup).
8. John Polatch; 2'11". =9. Don Cameron and Chris Kalbraier; 2'16". 11. Jim Devlin; 2'17".
12. Bill Coldrey; 2'23" (Stretcher Cup). 13. Tom Walduck; 2'24". 14. Carol West; 2'26" (Lockhart
Cup).
15. Christian Gertsch; 2'57". 16. Martin West; 3'00". 17. Mike Woodhall; 3'01". 18. Evie Bowyer;
3'04". 19. Steve Muchow; 3'08". 20. Paddy Ryan; 3'12". 21. Steven Rick; 3'20". 22. Peter Liddell;
3'27" (Heavenly Bowl). 23. Ian Homersham; 3'30". 24. Keith Room; 3'53". 25. Sarah Walduck;
4'25". 26. Henry Lockhart; 5'07".
ANDY CAPP. 10 Feb 93. Team and Individual Downhill and Slalom.
Team 1. Jane (1) and John Paxton (2), Sarah and Tom Walduck.
Team 2. Roger Scoones (1 Slalom), Renata Gunn, Sheila Bernard, and Uni Loveday.
Team 3. Michael Pettifer (Highest Points), Charles Gardiner, Philip Saunders, and Mike Austin.
(Team Prize).
Team 4. Peter Liddell, Henry Lockhart, Mike Loveday, and Paul Zvegintzov.
VICEROY CUP. 11 Feb 93. Team Slalom. Salzegg. Open to all comers.
Won by SCGB/K A Team. Ten Teams entered.
COGGINS Mid-term Race. 12 Feb 93. Punch Bowl.
1. Robert Davies; 25". =2. Marie-Louise Mountwain and Matthew Derbyshire. = 4. Jessica Wilson
and George Dunn; 27". =6. Kelly Elston, Tara Elwood, and Sara MacDonald. =9. Ben Elwood
and Thomas Fricker; 29". 11. Lydia Douglas; 31". 12. Jonathan Wilson; 32". 13. Daisy MacDonald;
33".
TOBLERONE RELAY. 18 Feb 93. Fallboden to Brandegg. Open to DHO and SCGB and other
visitors.
1. Angus Bateman, Jo MacDonald, Beth Clark, and Peter Dunn.
2. Rees Jagger, Robert Davies, Matthew Derbyshire, and George Dunn.
3. Nicol, David, and Peter Pichler, and Tim Hick.
4. Mike Pfeifer, Angela Cox, Pru Stones, and Renata Gunn.
5. Chris Dunwoodie, Rupert and Mandy Way, Mary Greenbury.
6. Daisy MacDonald, Johnny Jellicoe, Jonathan and Jessica Wilson.
7. John Gunn, Penny Arncott, Bridget Pfeifer, and Peter Cox.
8. Marie-Louise and Kelly Mountwain, Sara MacDonald, and Tomas Fricke.
9. Tara and Katy Elwood, Lydia Derbyshire and Ben Elwood.
10. Sebastian Gronig, Alex Timinez, Chris Manning, and David Chapman.
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ODLING CUP WINNERS MARCH 1993
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ODLING CUP. 4 Mar 93 Downhill (Handicapped). Ladies Downhill Course.
1. Daphne Lakin. 2. Sarah Edmonds. 3. Linnett Waghorn. 4. Richard Pilkington. 5. John
Robertson. 6. John Waghorn. (Samaritan's Prize for assisting wounded). &. Ian Ratnage. 8. Johnny
Webster. (Best Fall).
RAILWAY CUP. 11 Mar 93. Giant Slalom. Salzegg.
1. Andreas Cova; 52.01". 2. Ian Ratnage; 64.99". 3. Vicky Marshall; 66.25". 4. Diane Smith;
67.22". 5. Karl Fuchs; 67.02". 6. Walter Steuri; 68.03". 7. Fritz Stager; 68.47". 8. Elizabeth Fuchs;
68.65". 9. Johnny Webster; 69.78". 10. Evie Bowyer; 69.79". 11. Peter Scott-Graham; 70.97".
12. Sarah Edmonds; 71.10". 13. Daphne Lakin; 71.54". 14. Vaughan Gaskell; 73.56". 15. Roland
Hirni; 73.69". 16. Alison Fleming; 79.32". 17. John Waghorn; 80.88". 18. Ronnie Rustin;
81.40". 19. Paddy Hollington; 82.00". 20. Marguerite Steuri; 86.99". 21. Robert Watson;
89.31". 22. Beatrice Hirni; 93.98". 23. Henry Lockhart; 98.78". 24. John Fleming;
1'65.15". Linnett Waghorn DNF.
POLYTECHNIC CUP. 1 Apr 93. Giant Slalom. Lower-half Punch Bowl.
1. J Latimer; 25.03". 2. JRigby; 25.89". 3. A. Rigby; 26.34". 4. R. Salomon; 26.43". 5. S Davis;
26.83". 6. P Bonham-Christie; 26.93". 7. K Steel; 27.58". 8. A Nicoll; 28.41". 9. S Moses;
28.68". 10. S Lussana; 28.80". 11. R. Latimer; 29.26". 12. M Davis; 29.57". 13. R Davies;
29.69". 14. S Moses; 30.25". 15. M Beattie; 30.41". 16. Jas Latimer; 30.67". 17. M Shaw;
31.00". 18. M Bracken; 32.34". 19. R Alliss; 32.65". 20. M Steel; 32.75". 21. C Bracken; 34.51".
N Freund, C Pratt, and T Powell DNF.
KURVEREIN CRYSTAL. 7 Apr 93. Wixi. Slalom. Raced in Pairs. Foggy, wet.
1. Ann and Norman Freund; 1'41". 2. Ruth and Bob Ski Miguel; 2'00". 3. Sally Howgego and
Dan Walduck; 2'30". 4. Becky Shaw and Mark Beattie; 2'41". 5. Sue and Nick; 3'00". 6. Marietta
Shaw and Stephan Grant; 3'31". 7. Adel and Robert Davies; 3'36". 8. Sarah and Tom Walduck;
4'00". 9. Carys and John Brunner; 4'02". Sarah Paxton and Jason Walduck, Tania Powell and
Sebastian Hofstede, and Kim Hetherton and Jocky Hofstede all Disqualified.
DHO GIANT SLALOM (Minis). 8 Apr 93. Giant Slalom. Wixi. Foggy, soggy.
1. Mark Beattie; 00.25". 2. Robert Davies; 00.27". 3. Marietta Shaw; 00.28". =4. Sebastian Hofstede
and Tania Powell; 00.33". 6. Louise Swan; 00.38".
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The Sea Club
Mallorcas's best kept secret
Cala Ratjada, Mallorca, Spain.
Book your reservations with The Sea Club, Tel and fax Mallorca 56 33 10
Staying at The Sea Club, if you're not already familiar with us, is like staying in an English house
party in a large rambling private Mediterranean villa. Whether families or individuals, guests can be
as active or relaxed as they feel. It's the best place in the world for doing nothing-yet there's plenty
to do.
Extensive watersports, championship golf courses, tennis and a beautiful island to explore.
We do not rely on advertising-almost all our guests are attracted by word of mouth. The chances
are-unless you're already acquainted with The Sea Club - someone you know has recommended you
to us.
For thirty years The Sea Club has been run by Nora Cumberlege, my Mother, who sadly died last
year—but her character has been irreversibly imprinted on The Sea Club which is continuing to thrive
in its party spirit as ever.
Cumberlege
Lu^s
WHAT IT IS
The Sea Club has been going
for over thirty years. It is run
by an English family, the
Cumberleges, who have lived
in the Mediterranean all
their lives.
It is a private residence which
hosts up to thirty paying
guests with full board and
boasts a very attractive
terrace bar in the hacienda
style courtyard with an al
fresco dining room and pretty
swimming pool.

SPLASH!
WATERSPORTS ON
CALA AGULLA
BEACH
The Sea Club's watersports,
run by Luis Cumberlege, take
place on one of the most
beautiful beaches in Mallorca,
Cala Agulla, the furthest away
from Palma on the entire
island-just a mile away from
Cala Ratjada (a 15 minute
walk from The Sea Club).
Behind the beach is a glorious
pine wood stretching back all
the way to Cala Ratjada
resulting in a total absence of
buildings overlooking the
beach. It is known for its
cleanliness, its bright white
sand and the transparency of
its crystal clear blue waters.
Nearby are hidden bays ideal
for secluded swimming.
These activities are all
available from The Sea
Club-special rates apply if
you book in advance.
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WINDSURFING-a range of
boards from Standard to
Mistral Competition either for
your own use or with a course
of lessons
SAILING -Lazer and Hobby
Cat sailboats
WATERSKI-be zoomed
around the bay behind Luis'
powerful Ski Nautic
speedboat
PARASAILING-The views,
when in a parachute pulled by
a speedboat, are sensational
SKIBUS (aka The Sausage)ride Luis' sausage around the
bay and you won't forget it!

SCENES AT THE RAILWAY CUP PRIZEGIVING
AND LUNCH BY THE WAB
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LUNCHING IN THE SUN AT THE BLICK
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Officers and Committee 1993/4
Hon. President: KARL FUCHS
President: TH WALDUCK
Hon. Vice-President: J LATIMER
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Secretary:
Membership Secretary:
Racing Secretary:
Wengen Secretary:
Treasurer:
Editor:
Medical Officer:
Publicity Officer:
Advertising Officer:
Entertainments Officer:

Mrs. JJD ALBAN DA VIES, 'Troutbeck', Otford, Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 5PH
MJ BRUNNER, 'Cedarwood House', West Green, Barrington, Cambs. CB2 5SA
Miss I CHRISTOPHERSEN, 'Bentley', Halland, Lewes, East Sussex, BN8 5AF
PD ZVEGINTZOV, Winter Address: DHO Office, CH-3823 Wengen, Switzerland
N CURRIE, 'Scale Hill', Congleton Road, Alderley Edge, Cheshire, SK9 7AB
Brigadier DF RYAN OBE, 'Lodwick', Monxton, Hampshire, SP11 8AW
Dr J RICKFORD, 'Rushcroft', Green End, Weston, Nr Hitchin, Herts. SG4 7AL
FWD WHITELAW, 27B Broom Road, Teddington, Middlesex, TW11 9PG
SV GASKELL, 'Betchton Hall', Sandbach, Cheshire, CW11 OTS
Miss EM BOWYER, 92 Valiant House, Vicarage Crescent, London, SW11 3LX
Committee

Mrs RP Lancaster (1992)
ED Lonie (1992)

HS Lockhart (1992)
Mrs AS Hollington (1993)
Miss S Grant (1993)

Mrs TM Lawrance (1992)
Mrs J Armstrong (1993)

DHO Representative in Scotland: R Handley, Earnock, 7 Boswell Road, Edinburgh
Sub-Committees
FINANCE:
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS:
RACING:
TOURING:

N Currie (Chairman), MC Garthwaite, J Latimer, JAV Wade, JDD Waghorn
PD Zvegintzov (Chairman), Dr J Rickford
N Currie (Chairman), Miss I Christophersen, ED Lonie, MJ Brunner,
Miss M Moore, T H Walduck
J Webster, Mrs AS Hollington
Past Presidents and Vice-Presidents

1924-25
1925-26
1926-28
1928-29
1929-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-45
1945-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-53
1953-56
1956-57
1957-60
1960-64
1964-67
1967-70
1970-73
1973-75
1975-76
1976-78
1978-80
1980-83
1983-86
1986-90
1991-

Presidents:
Vice-Presidents:
Major CJ White MC
KD Foster
Major SF Fisken MC
_
Major CJ White MC
—
Major CJ White MC
Flt.-Lt. HRD Waghorn
Flt.-Lt. HRD Waghorn
Capt. JC Davis
TR Fox
CFS Taylor
Major CJ White MC
TRFox
Lt.-Cdr. RB Gossage RN
Capt. RAD Fullerton
KD Foster
Capt. RAD Fullerton
Capt. RAD Fullerton
KD Foster
Capt. RAD Fullerton
Major HW Hall MC
Major HW Hall MC
JW Richardson
Wartime Trustees: Capt. JAD Fullerton, PM Hepworth, and G Paxton
Col.CJ Odling TD
—
KD Foster MBE
AHH Gilligan
KD Foster MBE
AA Jarvis
KD Foster MBE
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart.
Sir Adrian Jarvis, Bart.
HMJ Barnard-Hankey
KD Foster MBE
Mrs PM Hepworth
CEW Mackintosh
Mrs PM Hepworth
CEW Mackintosh
Mrs PM Hepworth
HS Walduck
Mrs PM Hepworth
HS Walduck
REH Edmonds
REH Edmonds
MO Gill
REH Edmonds
MO Gill
The Hon. Mrs Hensman
JN Paxton
The Hon. Mrs Hensman .•
J Latimer
The Hon. Mrs Hensman
J Latimer
JDD Waghorn
J Latimer
JDD Waghorn
J Latimer
Mrs REH Edmonds
P Benson Browning
T H Walduck
J Latimer
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—
—

Capt. JC Davis
TR Fox
Major CJ White MC
CFS Taylor
CE Gardner
Major CJ White MC
TRFox

_
—
—

AA Jarvis
HMJ Barnard-Hankey
HMJ Barnard-Hankey
Mrs PM Hepworth
CEW Mackintosh
The Hon.Max Aitken DSO DFC
Dr RM Mason
Dr RM Mason
MO Gill
HP Gardner
The Hon. Mrs Hensman
J Latimer

—

JDD Waghorn
DKD Foster
P Benson Browning
T H Walduck

—

HEINZ CUP 1993
(The clues for Heinz Cup competitors on 7th January)

This number (move fast)
Up a breakfast repast
It starts with another two lifts
Too this one of these three
And the number you'll see
On the camera stand (get my drift)

At the top of this chair
Not a four but a pair
Where the sun comes up in the morn
There's a hut for the start
Or is it abfart
Of the famous downhill Lauberhorn

For this clue I pray
Take the hip hip hooray
There are many more numbers to gain
And this one you'll find
With a bit of a climb
On the wall of the oversized drain

From the foot of steep face
It is not a disgrace
To traverse as high as you can
It's well off to the right
At a marker pole site
Where DHO races oft ran

At the hole in the stone
You'll not be alone
In your search for this pimpernel number
But it's there on the door
Then it's up one more floor
For a ride and maybe a slumber

It sounds rather sticky
It's cold but not tricky
The number's displayed on its style
But be warned, I'm unkind
For more numbers you'll find
At the top of fall bottom you mind

On the little man's ridge
In the centre I pledge
Is a picnic room down in the cellar
'Tis here you will find
If you are not blind
The next number devised by this fellah.
P.D.Z.

Our Product range

PRESS

L I M I T E D

0722 329272

Controlling an extensive mix of equipment
and skills we are able to produce a
wide range of many different products
which include:
Certificates
Brochures
Calendars
Mail Shots
Leaflets
Manuals
Conference Reports
Booklets
Folders
Letters & Stationery
Books
Tickets
Catalogues
Programmes
Invitations
Posters
Magazines
NCR Sets
Newsletters Point of Sale Materials Annual Reports
Price Lists
Menus
Labels

Press 70 Ltd • Volpoint House • Milford Industrial Estate • Tollgate Road
Salisbury • Wiltshire • SP1 2JG

Telephone:0722 329272 • Fax:0722 338770
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Membership List 1993
The abbreviations

used after the figures giving the year of joining are:
FM Founder Member
G DHO Gold Badge
RA DHO Racing Arrow
S DHO Silver Badge

HP Honorary President
P President or Past President
HM Honorary Member

Would members please advise the Hon. Membership
\5 Adams, C
' Adams, MR
Adams, Miss T
Ades, Mrs JD
Ades, R
Agema, Dr E
Ahern, RT
Akin-Smith, M
Alatas, T
Alatas, Z
Alban Davies, HC
Alban Davies, Miss H
Alban Davies, Dr H
Alban Davies, Mrs J
Alban Davies, Miss K
Alcock, Miss SEN
Alcott, AR
Alcott, Miss C
Alcott, Mrs E
Alcott, RJ
Alcott, T
Allen, A
Allison, Mrs MD
Allsop, Mrs JM
Allsop, N
Ambler, Mrs V
Anderegg, Dr P
Anderson, JL
Andrew, Mrs CE
Anthony, DJ
Archer, H D DFC
Armstrong, Mrs J
Armstrong, WH
% Ashburner, TPD
Ashworth, TGH
Austin, MJ
Austin, Mrs TH
Axelrod, N

'92 (Creror)
'93 (Michael)
'91 (Tania)
'93 (Dawn)
'93 (Robert)
'69
'85
'88 (Michael)
'92 (Tariq)
'92 (Zain)
'90 (Henry)
'91 (Hester)
7 2 (Huw)
'91 (Jenny)
'91 (Kate)
'89 (Sandy)
'88 (Alexander)
'92 (Chimene)
'92 (Evelyn)
'89 (Rufus)
'92 (Timothy)
'88 (Armin)
7 2 (Mary)
'89 (Joanna)
'89 (Nigel)
'37 HM
'88 (Paul)
7 8 (Ian)
'68
'89 (David)
'84 (Henry)
'68 S
'68 S
'54 G SL (Tim)
'92 (Toby)
'91 (Michael)
'91 (Tanis)
'89 (Nicholas)

Baigent, M
Bailey, Miss AJ
Bailey, Mrs PG
Bailey, SRD
Baker, Miss LJ
Baker, SW
Balls, GV
Banner, CV
Barclay-Brown, K
Barlow, S
3< Barnard-Hankey, HMJ
Barnard-Hankey, J
Bartholomew, S
Barton, Mrs EA
Barton, PA
Basci, P
Bather, CM
Baumann, A

'93
'91
'91
'91
'90
'91
'89
'87
'86
78
'36
74
'87
'91
'91
'82
75
'47

(Michael)
(Stephen)
(Lyndsey)
(Stephen)
(Geoffrey)
(Christopher)
(Ken)
RA HM (Hans)
(John)
(Stephen)
(Peter)
(Colin)
S HM

GL SCGB Gold Racing Lion
SL SCGB Silver Racing Lion
OT DHO Official Trainer
Secretary of errors or ommissions.

Baylis, G
Beale, Mrs P
Beales, Dr WRJ
Beare, SN
Beattie, A
Beattie, CJ
Beattie, Miss G
Beattie, M
Beck, Miss C
Beck, Mrs J
Beck, Miss T
Beck, AC
Beckwith, Miss APP
Beckwith, Miss CT
Beckwith, Mrs PG
Beckwith, PM
Beckwith, SJ
Beckwith, Miss TJ
Bedwell, JL
Beets, Mrs M-L
Beevor, AR
Beldi, H-J.
Bell, Mrs JML
Bennett, E
Bennett-Powell, Miss KS
Bentall, KC
Berounsky-Peter, M
Berry, Mrs ME
Berry, RC
Bevan, J
Bevan, JM
Bevan, Miss M
Bevan,M
Bevan, Mrs V
Bevan-Jones, Dr H
Bevan-Jones, Miss KM
Bevan-Jones, Mrs MG
Bevan-Jones, Mrs P
Bevan-Jones, Miss SC
Bewers, JSL
Bidgood, KR
Binoth, H
Birkett, MJ
Birkhauser, Frau N
Birt, MCSTJ
Bishop, Mrs JAF
Bishop, JEP
Bishop, T D
Blackshaw, Reverend BM
Blair, Dr AAD
Blanks, K T
Bleekemolen, HJM
Blickling, S
Bligh, DC
Bloom, A
M Bloom, Dr I
Blower, WJ
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'88 (Gavin)
'65
'88 (Warwick)
'68 (Stuart)
'93 (Adam)
'93 (Clive)
'93 (Georgina)
'93 (Mark)
'91 (Catherine)
'92 (Joanna)
'91 (Tina)
'84 (Tony)
'92 (Anouska)
'92 (Clare)
'83 (Paula)
7 9 (Peter)
'88 (Simon)
'92 (Tamara)
'86 (John)
'67 S (Marion-Louise)
'58 S
7 7 S'HM (Hans-Jacob)
'81 (Joanna)
'92 (Ernest)
'85 (Kathy)
'83 (Kenneth)
'88 (Max)
'93 (Maureen)
'93 (Richard)
'93 (John)
'93 (John)
'93 (Margaret)
'93 (Mike)
'93 (Valerie)
'54 S (Harri)
'88 (Catherine)
'89 (Muriel)
'85 (Penny)
'88 (Sarah)
'68 (John)
'87 (Keith)
'84 HM
'81 (Michael)
'50
'86
'81 (Janet)
'91 (John)
7 4 (Thomas)
'89 (Brian)
'89 (Angus)
'87 (Kevin)
70S
75
'89 (Damian)
'82

'62 RA
'87 (Jeremy)

"X Blythe, RJW
Boddington, P
Boddington, R
Boland, Mrs MG
Bolton-Carter, Miss HJ
Bolton-Carter, Mrs J
Bond, GL
Bonham Christie, P
Bonham Christie, R
Bonham Christie, Mrs S
Booth, Dr RE
Borgers, EG
Borgers-Klasing, Mrs S
Bosher, Miss D
Bosher, G
Bosher, Mrs H
Bosher, M
Botsford, CG
Bowerman, DL
Bown, Miss CAE
Bown, Mrs D
Bown, PA
Bown, Miss TR
Bowyer, Miss EM
Boyd, HGF
Boyes, Mrs BS
Boyes, J
Boyes, K
Boyes, RM
Boyes, CR
Bracken, Mrs C
Bracken, M
Brasher, CW
Brasher, HW
Brennan, Mrs S
Bridgman, Miss C
Bridgman, JE
Bridgman, Mrs J
Bridgman, Dr KM
Briggs, TD
s^ Brock-Hollinshead, R
Brockbank, A
Brocklebank, Miss SH
Bromley, S
Brook, MF
Brooke, ARH
Brooke, Miss BJ
Brooke, Col. HAG
Brooke, Mrs S
Brooks-Ward, SH
Broome, EM
Broome, GTO
Broome, OGC
Broome, Mrs PA
Brown, GFC
Brown, Col. MC
Brown, JCE
'f Brown, Mrs VHE
Browne, ATM
Browne, Mrs CA
Browne, HAM
Browne, OTM
Browne, PM
Brownson, Dr P
Bruce, Miss BL
Bruford-Davies, Major ER
Brunner, M
Brunner, P

7 1 GL
'89 (Peter)
'89 (Richard)
'69 (Myra)
'83
'56 S
'92 (Graham)
'92 (Peter)
'92 (Richard)
'92 (Sheila)
76
7 1 (Eise)
'82 (Shery)
'92 (Danielle)
'92 (Graham)
'92 (Hilary)
'90 (Martin)
'89 (Charles)
'91 (David)
'87 (Coralie)
'87 (Diana)
'69 (Philip)
'87 (Tiffany)
7 7 S (Evie)
'93 (Gifford)
'93 (Berit)
'93 (Jason)
'93 (Kristian)
'93 (Raymond)
'58 (Robin)
'93 (Christine)
'93 (Michael)
'52 (Chris)
'83 S (Hugh)
'90 (Susan)
'91 (Catherine)
'87 (James)
'92 (Jean)
'88 (Keith)
'89 (David)
'39 S HM GL
'91 (Alan)
"
'89 (Serena)
'83
'89 (Michael)
'81 (Andrew)
7 5 (Belinda)
'91 (Henry)
7 8 (Sarah)
'87 (Simon)
'86 (Errol)
'90 (Giles)
'90 (Oliver)
'86 (Patricia)
'86
'82
'89 (John)
'61 RA SL ^Virginia)
'91 (Alexander)
'88 (Christina)
'91 (Henry)
'91 (Oliver)
'88 (Paul)
'87 (Peter)
'90 (Bryana)
'92 (Robin)
'63
'87 HM

Brunner, Mrs AM
Brunner, Miss CA
Brunner, JMO
Brunner, J
Brunner, MJ
Buchanan, Mrs C
Buchecker, MJ
Bucher, Frau K
Buhlmann, E
Bullock, GP
Bultitude, Miss J
Burdett, B
Burgerhout, Mrs MC
Burnford, Mrs MM
Burns, AR
Burr, CS
Burr, JNU
Burton, M
Buxton, JB
Caesar, Mrs JLM
Cairns, Mrs PJ
Callow, Mrs VA
Campbell Davis, T F
Campbell-Gray, I
Campbell-Gray, Mrs I
Cannon, Mrs EA
Cannon, FJ
Cannon, Miss MJ
Cannon, SJ
Carmichael, Mrs H
Carruthers, Mrs N
Carruthers, RB
Carruthers, SM
Carss, RGP
Carter, Dr ID
Carter, PR
Cartwright, Mrs W
Cartwright, PA
Carver, LA
% Caulfield, B
' Caulfield, B
Caulfield, Mrs P
Cavanagh, HP
Chadwick, R
Chadwick, Dr SA
Chalk, AJG
Chalk, JW
Chandler, AR
Chandler, D
Chapman, L
Cheape, Mrs E
Cherry, GS
Childs, R
ChUds, Miss SEC
Chivers, RS
Sf Christophersen, Miss CI
Cladder, FHB
Cladder-van Haersolte, Mrs T T
Clapman, Ms ID
Clapperton, GAF
Clapperton, AWF
Clarabut, Cdr. GSC DSO DSC RN
Clarabut, PG
Clarabut, DS DSC
Clarabut, Mrs DM
Clark, Dr JCD
Clayton, NC
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'91
'91
'90
'87
'90
76
'86
'91
'50
'59
'84
'90
'64
'60
'82
'84
'87
'93
'61

(Annabel)
(Carys)
(John)
HM (Jost)
(Mike)
(Cynthia)
(Mark)
(Kerstin)
S HM
S (Peter)
(Brian)
(Cecile)
S (Mary (Mutt))
(Christopher)
(James)
(Michael)
(John)

'91 (Julian)
'84 (Penelope)
'81 (Virginia)
'91 (Trevor)
70
'52
'90 (Emma)
'90 (Francis)
'93 (Melissa)
'93 (Scott)
7 6 HM (Helen)
'92 (Nicola)
'85 (Richard)
'85 S (Simon)
'87 (Richard)
'65
'92 (Peter)
'86
'86 (Peter)
'91 (Leonard)
'25 FM S HM
t'87 (Barry)
'87 (Pamela)
'81
7 1 HM
'87 HM (Stephanie)
'87 (Alexander)
'90 (John)
'90 (Alan)
'89 (David)
'89 (Leonard)
'89 (Emma)
'90 (Graham)
72
'92 (Sophie)
'92 (Roy)
'64 RA SL (Ingrid)
'82 (Frans)
'80 (Dolly)
'92 (Isabel)
'86 (Graeme)
7 1 (Wallace)
'55
'80
'56 (David)
'80 (Deirdre)
'84 (Jonathan)
'90 (Nicholas)

si Cleaver, GNS
Cliff, PB
Cliff, R
Clough, Miss NS
Cockerell, BJ FRICS IRVA
Cockersole, Mr. FJ
Cockersole, Mrs FJ
Coker-Stevens, Mrs TE
Coldrey, WG
Coldrey, Mrs MR
Cole, TP
^CCollett, AM
Colling, Mrs A
Colling, CP
Colling, RL
Congleton, The Lord
Cook, MK
Cook, P
Cooke, RS
Copeland, RSC
Copeman, AP
Coppen, GCV
Copple, JA
Corbett, GMN
Corbett, J
Corbett, Miss J
Corbett, Miss O
Corbett, Miss S
Corbett, Mrs VM
Cornelius, NR
Cornelius, RS T D
Cornwell, DJM
Cornwell, N
Cory, CR CBE
Cottam, Mrs PSP
Cova, Frau
,~'Cova, A
" Cowan, Cdr. PB RN
Crane-Robinson, Professor C
Crane-Robinson, MV
Critchley-Waring, A
Crockett, A
Crockett, Mrs E
Crockett, J
Crockett, JJER
Crockett, Miss N
Crockett, Dr RE
Crockett, Miss Z
Crook, C
Crook, Mrs HA
Crooke, A
Crooke, Mrs A
Crooke, Miss J
Crooke, S
Crossley, J D F
Cudbird, Mrs EJ
1, Cumberlege, L
Cunningham, P
Currie, Mrs JE
Currie, Mrs K
Currie, M
Currie, N
Curwen, EC
Curwen, J

'58 S GL
77
'92 (Roy)
'64 (Nancy)
'80 (Barry)
76
76
'88 (Tessa)
7 9 S (Bill)
7 9 (Margie)
'93 (Tristan)
'54 RA (Michael)
'92 (Ann)
'92 (Christopher)
'92 (Robert)
'56 S HM
7 2 (Mike)
'89 (Patrick)
'80 (Robert)
'54 S (Spencer)
'89 (Andrew)
'69
'89 (James)
'91 (Gerald)
'91 (John)
'91 (Josephine)
'91 (Olivia)
'91 (Sarah)
'91 (Virginia)
'65 S (Nigel)
'36 HM (Richard)
'80

Cuthbertson, Mrs A
Cuthbertson, RW

'88 (Nicholas)
'61 (Raymond)
'69 (Perdita)
7 9 HM
'57 S ,
'37 HM
7 8 (Colyn)
'80 (Max)
'48 S
'92 (Andrew)
'92 (Elizabeth)
'92 (Jason)
'83 (Jonathon)
'92 (Nicola)
'83 (Raymond)
'92 (Zara)
'56 S (Clifford)
'91 (Hilary)
'91 (Andrew)
'91 (Ann)
'91 (Jennifer)
'91 (Stephen)
7 9 (John)
'89 (Elizabeth)
'57 RA
'88 (Philip)
'91 (Jenny)
'80 S (Kathleen)
7 2 RA (Mark)
7 0 S (Norman)
'82 (Eldred)
'82 (John)
'91
'91 (Richard)

d'Ambrumenil, DP

'50 (David)

Dalzell, AVH
Dalzell, Mrs EB
Darell, RWP
Davenport, RA
Davies, Mrs A
Davies, Miss AE
Davies, Mrs ED
Davies, Miss GM
Davies, RM
Davies, MJ
Davies, R
Davies, RO
Davies, SJ
Davies, Mrs SM
Davies, Miss T
Davis, JP
Davys, Dr MGD VRD MD
Dawson, J
\t de Klee, Mrs AMJ
> d e Larrinaga, Lt.Col. RAR T D
de Rivaz, Mrs J
de Rivaz, P
Dean, Mrs J
Dean, Mrs PS
Deans, RS
Delap, JS
3T Denis-Buehler, Frau K
Denne, TG
Denne, Mrs VMH
Denny, RC
Derbyshire, J
Deshon, Miss A
Determeyer, Mrs L
Determeyer, R
Deverell, Mrs DR
Deverell, SRL
Devlin, JP
Devolz, Mme. C
Dibben, WJ
Diggle, Mrs MA
Doherty, JE
Dollar," DG
Donati, Mrs PMG
Donati, MAB
Doostdar, B
Doostdar, D
Doostdar, Mrs J
Doostdar, N
Doostdar, R
Doostdar, Miss S
Dowson, Miss RP
Dowty, GE
>s,Drew, Lt.Col. ASG
Drummond, IVG
du Pon, Mrs SJ
du Pon, GP
Duckett, J
Duckworth, J
^ Duder, Miss C
Duder, AH
Duder, J
Duder, Mrs V
Dumbell, BJ
Dumbell, JRB
Duncan, Mrs PA
Dunlop, JN
Dunlop, RF
Dunn, F

r
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71
71
'89 (Richard)
'91 (Robin)
'91 (Adele)
'86 (Anna)
'92 (Eden)
'86 (Gillian)
'82 (Max)
'93 (Michael)
'91 (Robert)
'91 (Roger)
'86 (Stephen)
'93 (Susam)
'91 (Trudy)
'90 (James)
'81 S (Michael)
74
'51 S SL (Angela)
7 1 GL (Rupert)
'88 (Julie)
'88 (Paul)
'68 (Janet)
'92 (Shirley)
'93 (Richard)
'66
'64 RA
'84 (Tom)
•84 (Val)
'88 (Richard)
'93 (John)
'89 (Alexandra)
'91 (Loraine)
'91 (Richard)
'82
'82

'92 (James)
75
'90 (James)
'80 (Anne)
'87 (James)
'56 S (David)
'83
'88 S (Marcus)
'92 (Bijan)
'92 (Danesh)
'92 (Juliet)
'92 (Novin)
'92 (Roshan)
'92 (Shadi)
'80 (Rhona)
'65 S
'57 RA SL (Alastair)
'92 (Ian)
'66 S
'64 RA SL (Pieter)
'82 (John)
'80 (John)
'91 (Caroline)
'91 (Hugh)
'91 (James)
'91 (Verene)
'91 (Ben)
'91 (Jamie)
'84 S
'86
'63
'92 (Fraser)

Dunn, G
Dunn, PS
Dunn, Mrs RA
Dunseath, Mrs JC
Durlacher, RF
Dyer, R
Dyer, Mrs P
Dyer, PJD
Dyoss, PJ

'93
'93
'93
73
'56
'91
'91
'91
'86

Eames, AD
Easley, MP
Easley, Mrs VT
Eddy, DJ
Eddy, Mrs PF
Edmonds, CHH
Edmonds, REH
Edmonds, Mrs S
Edwards, Miss CEH
Edwards, RW
Egremont-Lee, Mrs PJ
Elliott, DG
Elliott, Professor WS
Ellis, R
Ellwood, BA
Ellwood, Dr JM
Ellwood, Mrs LM
Ellwood, Miss TM
Epstein, A
Epstein, J
Epstein, JM
Epstein, Mrs-R
Evans, The Very Reverend TE
Ewbank, Mrs RM
Eynon, VCK

'92 (Andrew)
'91 (Michael)
'91 (Valerie)
'88 (Donald)
'89 (Pauline)
7 0 S (Charles)
'50 S P (Richard)
'58 S P (Sarah)
'87 (Camilla)
'88 (Robin)
'90 (Peta)
'92 (Dennis)
'92 (William)
'88 (Raymond)
'91 (Ben)
'91 (John)
'92 (Lindsay)
'91 (Tara)
'92 (Adam)
'92 (Jeremy)
'87 (Jon)
'87 (Ruth)
'87 (Eric)
'90 (Rachel)
'89 (William)

Fairbrother, Dr JRF
Falconer, JKR
Farmer, CJO
Farthing, PJ
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'93 (Jane)
'50 S (John)
'84
'89 (Hilary)
'89 (Jason)
'88 (Kevin)
'89 (Andrew)
'33 S
78
7 7 (Gordon)
'92 (Allan)
'61

Hu.%

Perschke, Miss TA
Pethick, Mrs B
Pette, B
Pette, SN
Pettifer, MA
Pettman, Mrs CJ
Peuthert, H
Phillips, Mrs C
Phillips, CMG
Phillips, A
Philpot, F
Pick, Miss CSA
Pick, TC
Pickett, Miss H
Pier, Mme. L
Pier, M G
Piers, J
Pile, AJD
Pilgrim, VJ
Pilkington, Miss A
Pilkington, Miss EJ
Pilkington, Mrs PG
Pilkington, RA
Pilkington, Miss T D
Pinckney, Mrs B
Pinckney, DC
Pitchers, BK
Plesman, JL
Plozza, F
Polatch, JWH
i Pollock, Sir GF Bt.
MA Hon.FRPS FBIPP AFIAP
Portway, Miss DLM
Pratt, CN
f Pratt, Mrs EJ
Pratt, NE
Pratt, NE
Prenger, Dr KB
Prenger-Kymmell, Mrs RCC
Prest, Capt. MT
Prest, Miss EC
Prest, GJ
Prest, Mrs GJ
Prest, Miss H K
Prest, RJ
Price, DT
Pringle, MS
Prinsen, HP
Prior-Palmer, HJ
Raats, JCT
Rampton, JM
Rankin, Mrs AJ
Rankin, Mrs ALR
Rankin, JHD
Raspin, GJ
Raspin, Mrs RM
Ratnage, Mrs PA
Ratnage, IC
Rawlins, BB
Rawlins, HE
Rayson, GN
Read, RW
Ree, Miss LJ
Ree, G
Rees, Mrs J J
Rees, Dr RSO
Rees, Dr SGO

'89 (Tiffany-Alice)
'88 (Belinda)
'87 (Brian)
'93 (Steven)
'93 (Michael)
7 2 S (Carol)
'68
'80
'80 (Christopher)
'93 (Tony)
'81
'83
'83
'93 (Holly)
'82 (Elizabeth)
'82 (George)
'93 (James)
'92 (Anthony)
'87 (Vincent)
'92 (Alexandra)
'92 (Erika)
'92 (Patricia)
'92 (Richard)
'92 (Tania)
'50 S
'60 S (David)
79
'64 (Jan)
7 9 HM
'83
'46 HM RA SL
(George)
'58 (Daphne)
'91 (Christopher)
'65 RA (Edith)
'91 (Nelson)
'85 (Nigel)
'83 (Kees)
'85 (Reina)
'87
'91 (Emily)
'92 (George)
'92 (Gilda)
'92 (Harriet)
'85 (Richard)
7 1 S (David)
'91 (Mike)
72
7 7 (Hugh)
71
'54 S
'46 S (Alicia)
7 0 S (Anna)
'68 S (Jamie)
'84 (Geoffrey)
'84 (Ruth)
'80
'80 (Ian)
'89 (Billy)
'87 (Henry)
'84
'91 (Robert)
'91
'91 (Graham)
'82 (Jacquy)
'81 (Simon)
'85 S (Ted)

Reid, Mrs VS
Reid, Flt.Lt. M RAF Rtd
Reinert, Mile. M
Reynolds, Mrs M T
Reynolds, MT
Rhind, A
Richards, Miss C
Richardson, Mrs E
Richardson, JH
Richardson, J
Rick, SJ
Rickford, Mrs JA
(g)Rickford, Dr WJK
Riddell, J
Rigby, Miss A
Rigby, D
Rigby, Mrs JMG
* Rigby, Dr AJ
Roberts, CR
Roberts, Mrs EBB
Roberts, IA
Robertson, Major H F
Robertson, JM
Robertson, Mrs S
Robinson, Mrs CS
Robinson, Mrs CA
Robinson, CA
Robinson, KG
Robinson, MA
Robinson, MJC
Robinson, PN
Robinson, Mrs RE
Robinson, Mrs SLB
Rogers, Mrs M
Rogers, TS
Romer, JE
Room, KG
Ross, AA
Rowe, C
Rupp, Frau N
Russell, Lt.Cdr. D F RN
Russell, JR
Rustin, Mrs L
Rustin, RE
Ryan, CM
Ryan, CJ
, Ryan, Captain D F RA
(^jRyan, Brigadier D F OBE
Ryan, Mrs RC
Ryan, Mrs SA JP
Ryder, ME
Rylands, Mrs JAF
Sabisky, Mrs K
Sandell, M
Sandilands, AP
Sandison, I
Sandison, Mrs I
Sandison, W
Saunders, PR
Schertenleib, Frau A
Schertenleib, T
Schletti, W
Schlunegger, A
Schluppi, Mrs E
Schmid, M
Schoch, Frau M
Schoch, MH
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72
'86 (Mike)
'48 S HM
'69 (Anne)
'69 (Marcus)
'93 (Alexander)
'91
'91
'81
'91 (John)
'92 (Stephen)
'83
79 S
7 2 HM
'91 (Annick)
'91 (Dominic)
'91 (Jeaninne)
'57 G GL (John)
'86
'87 (Elizabeth)
'87 (Ivor)
'52
'86
'52
'92 (Carolyn)
'90 (Christine)
'90 (Christopher)
'81 (Kenneth)
'92 (Michael)
'89 (Michael)
'80 (Peter)
'80 (Ruth)
'65 S (Sarah)
'36 S HM (Marjorie)
'49 S (Tony)
7 6 S HM (John)
72
74 S
'88 (Colin)
71
'86
'81 (Ian)
7 7 (Lena)
7 1 (Ronald)
'83 (Chris)
'80 (Charles)
'83 (David)
'63 S HM (Paddy)
'91 (Rosanne)
'63 (Sue)
'92 (Michael)
'83
'87 (Kate)
'91 (Matthew)
'85
'88 (Ian)
'88 (Isabel)
'88 (William)
'93 (Philip)
'63 HM
72
'68 S
'88 S (Alfred)
74
'68 (Markus)
70 S
70S

Scoones, Rev. RP
Scott, JR
Scott, N D
Scott, MJ
Scott-Dalgleish, Mrs G
Scott-Graham, PJ
Scribbans, Mrs SM
Seccombe, HL
Seller, R
Seiler, Mrs V
Selby Bennett, Commander H
Severne, Capt. MMW
Shand, RJ
Shaw, A
Shaw, Mrs JR
Shaw, Miss MD
Shaw Stewart, Mrs VJD
Shawcross, C
Sherman, Mrs DF
Shotton, Mrs DH
Sieber, C
Sieber-Fehr, Frau U
Simmonds, AD
Simpson, WI
Simpson, TJ
Simpson, Mrs S
Simpson, Miss V
Skusa, C
Slager, CJ
Smith, GA
Smith, AMH
Smith, CT
Smith, GPH
Smith, RS
Smith, AD
Snowden, Mrs VM
Solomon, JC
Solomon, Mrs MD
Solomon, RW
Solomon, S
Somerville, H
Somerviile-Wilson, Mrs C
Southwell Fitz-Gerald, J D
Spellman, MA
Spence, JGL
Spitzley, Mrs D
Spitzley, Miss VMA
Spurway, HJ
Spurway, Mrs R
Staeger, F
Staeger-Follet, Mrs T
Stanford, Mrs JEO
Stannah, ANR
Stauffer, D.
Stearns, DM
Steel, Miss JA
Steel, KL
Stephens, Prof. JA
Stettler, DrMed. A
Stevens, Mrs BJ
Stevens, KB
Stevenson, JR
Stewart, GG CB MC
Stewart, H L
Stirling, Mrs P
Stock, EM
Stockwell, Mrs B
Stranks, Miss VC

7 8 S (Roger)
Straten-Waillet, Baroness van der
'82 S
Straw, AD
7 0 RA
Stuart-Smith, The Hon.Mrs
'92 (Michael)
Suchy, Frau I
'92 (Georgina)
Sutherland, BW CBE
75
Sutherland, Mrs H
Swan, MH
7 6 (Susan)
'67
Syme, Mrs B
'68 S
75
Tait, T T
'91 (Chipps)
Talati, XK
'37 HM
Talbot, MAS
'85 S (Roderick)
Tannock, JC
'54 S
Tannock, MC
'84 (Julia)
Tanton, DA
'92 (Monica)
Tate, Miss SJ
'91 (Vora)
Tate, Mrs A
'92 (Conrad)
Tate, Dr RJ
'92 (Diane)
Tate, Miss SE
'89 (Darian)
Taylor, JJK
70
Taylor, Mrs C
'52 S
Taylor, NCD
'89 (Alexander)
Taylor, PK
'86 (Ian)
Taylor, Miss PJ
'91 (James)
Tedbury, Mrs L
7 0 S (Susannah)
Tedbury, JSJH
'91 (Victoria)
Telfer, RE
'89 (Carl)
Terrell, Mrs B
'80
Terrell, P
'83
Terry, M F
'83 S (Adrian)
Terry, Mrs PJ
'82 (Colin)
Thomas, H
'92 (Guy)
Thompson, DV
'67 S (Robert)
Thorne, AG
'67 (Tony)
Thornely, Mrs EHS
73
Thornes, Miss JV
'93 (John)
Thorp, Mrs D
'93 (Maureen)
Thorp, HMB
'93 (Robert)
Thorp, CR
'93 (Stephen)
Thorpe, Mrs R
79 S
Thwaites, ARJ
'93 (Catharine)
Thwaites, RP
"89 (John)
Tillett, MB
'88 (Michael)
Tilt, GD
'81 (Julian)
Timmins, Miss JM
'63 RA (Diana)
Timmis, WN
'89 (Victoria)
Todd, GE
70
Todd, Mrs H
'62 S
Tomlinson, JM
'52 S HM
Topham, Mrs R
'58 S (Teresa)
'A Troughton, Mrs S
'64 S
Trowbridge, Mrs M
'89 (Alan)
)> Tucker, Mrs S
77
Tudor Hughes, RC
7 5 (Donald)
Turner, GJ
'93 (Judith)
Turner, Colonel WA
'87 (Keith)
'88 (John)
Uhlmann, RE
'69 HM (Andreas)
Upton, MJ
'92 (Brenda)
'92 (Kieran)
Van de Steen de Jehay, Comte G
7 9 (James)
Van Eeghen, EH
7 4 S HM
Van Eeghen, Mrs EH
'89 (Hugh)
Van Soest, Mrs E H
Van Soest, GJ
'58 S
Van Zalinge, Mrs D
'89 (Edward)
'39 S GL HM (Bunty)
Van Zalinge, H
'87 (Vanessa)
Verden-Anderson, E D H
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'36
'89
'87
'69
72
72
'88
70

HM
(Andrew)
(Arabella)
S (Irene)
(Mark)
(Barbara)

'85 (Thomas)
'93 (Xerxes)
'88 (Mark)
'85 (James)
'83 (Michael)
73
'83
'92 (Ann)
'92 (Bob)
'92 (Susanne)
'60
'91 (Christina)
'91 (Nicholas)
'85 (Philip)
'91 (Philippa)
7 5 (Loveday)
7 1 S (Stephen)
'87 (Richard)
'85
'85
'87 (Michael)
'87 (Patricia)
'89 (Hywel)
'91 (David)
'89 (Anthony)
'82
'87 (Juliet)
'65
'59 S
7 4 S (Clive)
'36 HM (Roma)
'92 (Adrian)
'91 (Richard)
'67 (Michael)
'89 (Graham)
'89 (Joan)
'92 (Bill)
'87 (George)
'87 (Hilary)
'87 (James)
'62 S (Rosalind)
'67 RA SL (Sarah)
'82
'55 RA
'91 (Roy)
'84 (Geoff)
'69 (William)
'86
'56 (Michael)
'55
73
73
'80
'80
'68
'80
73

S

(Dawn)
(Henk)
S (David)'
^Tc.-iA-W

\

Verschoyle, JHHS
Vickers, DA
Vogue, Comtesse de
von Allmen, H
von Allmen, Frau MM
von Allmen, P
von Almen, A
von Almen, C
von Almen, Frau F
von Almen, Frau F Jnr.
von Almen, K
von Almen, Frau K
von Almen, Frl. KE
von Almen, UK
von Erlach-Heller, Mrs S
Wade, JAV
Wade, Mrs A
Wadley, JRH
Waghorn, EGS
<0Waghorn, JDD
Waghorn, Mrs AL
Waghorn, R
Waghorn, Miss TA
Waghorn, WJD
Walduck, Mrs ERW
Walduck, AHEP
Walduck, Miss CO
Walduck, DCT
Walduck, Miss EL
Walduck, JAG
Walduck, Miss KT
Walduck, NSPD
Walduck, Miss OC
Walduck, HRH
Walduck, RN
Walduck, Mrs SL
Walduck, SH
Walduck, Mrs S
Walduck, T H
Walduck, Mrs V
Waley, Mrs PJ
Walker, AJ
Walker, CR
Walker, R
Walker, Mrs Y-V
Wallis, CS
;*Wallis, Miss TA
Wallwork, J
Walpoth, Dr B
Ward, Lt.Col. REH MC
Wasdell, CNE
Wasdell, DC
Waterhouse, DH
Waterhouse, Mrs JA
Watherston, JM
Watson, A
Watson, Mrs C
Watson, F
Watson, Reverend RB
Watson, TJ
Waxman, PA
Way, Miss P
Weber, CE
Webster, Mrs C
Webster, Mrs AV
) Webster, JHM
Weller, Miss AV

'90 (James)
'85
'33 S HM
'74
'82 (Margaret)
'82 (Paul)
'82
'82 S
'36 S HM
'49 S HM
'57 S HM
7 9 HM
'82
'88 (Urs)
'67 S

Weller, Mrs AK
Weller, Miss HC
Weller, JMC
Weller, JR
Welsh, A
West, Miss C
West, GHS
West, MG
Wheatley, Miss ER
Wheway, Mrs J
Wheway, RC
Whistler, JCR
Whistler, Miss LA
Whistler, RM
Whistler, Mrs SL
Whitaker, J
White, Miss B
'78
'53 (Angela)
White, Miss CSV
White, Mrs CE
'89 (Jago)
'82 (Edward)
White, Dr EA
'60 P S (John)
White, MJ
'60 S (Linnet)
White, Lt.Col. PJ
'83 (Richard)
White, Master PGH
'82 (Tania)
White, Miss VA
'82 (William)
Whitehead, BN
'52.
Whitelaw, FWD
Wiggins, W
'85 S (Alexander)
'92 (Candida)
Wilder, NBS
'91 (Daniel)
Wilkinson, MDG
'91 (Eloise)
y Wilkinson, Sir G Bart.
'91 (Jason)
Willes, DW
'92 (Katharine)
Williams, Mrs D
'85 S (Nicholas)
Williams, Miss A
'92 (Olivia)
Williams, D
'58 S (Richard)
Williams, D
Williams, Miss H
'61 (Robert)
'91 (Sara)
Williams, L
'65 S (Stephen)
Williams, Mrs LM
'92 (Susan)
Williams, MSD
Williams, MP
'58 P S (Tom)
'86 (Vanessa)
Williams, PJ
'63 S (Penelope)
Williams, PR
78
Williams, Ms R
Williams, SCD
'93 (Christophe)
'93 (Raymond)
Williams, Miss S
'93 (Yvonne-Victoria)
« Williams, Miss S
74
Williams, Miss S
Wilsher, HEN
71 RA (Theresa Anne)
'87 (John)
Wilson, DA
70
Wilson, GW
'37 HM
Wilson, Mrs ME
'86
Wilson, The Reverend WA
Wilson, CJR
'86
'86
Wilson, Miss J
'86
Wilson, Mrs JE
7 4 (Michael)
Wilson, J
'91 (Andrew)
Wilson, Miss S
'91 (Caroline)
Winterbottom, MJ
'93 (Frank)
Winterbottom, Miss SE
Wood, NG
'92 (Robert)
'93 (Tim)
Woodhall, MJ FRICS
'80
Wootton, MC
'82
Wortley, DJ
'69 (Charles)
Wylde, R
74
Wyles, J
'63 (Anne)
Wyles, G
'53 S (John)
Wyles, G
'92 (Abigail)
Wyles, G
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'92 (Angela)
'92 (Harriet)
'92 (James)
'92 (Jeremy)
'92 (Adam)
'87 (Carol)
'87 (Gordon)
'93 (Martin)
'93 (Elizabeth)
'87 (Judith)
'66 S (Richard)
'90 (James)
'90 (Lindsey)
'90 (Rex)
'90 (Susan)
'87 (Jason)
'93 (Belinda)
'88 (Catherine)
'88 (Charlotte)
'90 (Elizabeth)
'91 (Michael)
7 3 S (Peter)
'91 (Philip)
'91 (Victoria)
'87
7 2 S (Freddie)
'90 (William)
'66 S
'80
'59 RA G (Graham)
'46 S (Douglas)
'93
'93 (Andrea)
'93 (Daniel)
'93 (David)
'93 (Helen)
'91 (Lawrence)
'93 (Leila)
'87 (Marcus)
'87 (Michael)
'87 (Paul)
'85 (Peter)
'93 (Rachel)
'60 S (Simon)
'93 (Stephanie)
'87 RA (Susan)
'93 (Susannah)
'92 (Henry)
'64
'81
72
'88 (Bill)
'89 (Christopher)
'93 (Jessica)
'91 (Joan)
'93 (Jonathan)
'92 (Sandra)
'82
'82
'88 (Nicholas)
7 8 (Mike)
'89
'82
70
'88
'88 (Gordon)
'88
'88 (Gordon)

Wyles, G
Wyss, S
Wyss, Frau T
Wyss, Ms M
Young, NJ Jnr.

'88 (Guy)
'83
'83
'93 (Margrit)
'57 (Nathaniel)

Zvegintzov,
Zvegintzov,
Zvegintzov,
^Zvegintzov,

Mrs RM
NI
PD
ADJ

'86 (Maree)
'86 (Nicholas)
79 S (Paul)
'84 RA (Sacha)

INTERNATIONAL MACMILLAN CUP?
By Paul Zvegintzov
It is becoming obvious that the Macmillan Cup
race course must in future be run on, at the least,
an officially ' 'netted off" course. It would be even
safer if the course was properly safety netted,
stewarded, timed etc.
As this extra work would, of course, have to be
paid for and also justified to the ski authorities
for more than one ten minute race: the following
idea has been put forward.
RACE
A properly homologated or authorised course
should be set up by the local professional race
organisers for the race on the usual date, to be run
by the DHO for the DHO perhaps with the help
of local professionals. This same course would be
used the following weekend for an international
shemozzle-start race under the auspices of the
DHO.
The racers would pay an entrance fee and race
throughout the day in groups of twenty to thirty
starters in every fifteen minutes. As this race is
both unusual and exciting it may well attract TV
coverage and hopefully sponsorship. Several
hundred racers could compete.
In the light of the unfortunate frequent
cancellations of the Lauberhorn race, Wengen
could perhaps benefit greatly from this added
attraction and revenue.
VENUE
The Tschuggen course (International Ladies

downhill course) is ready-made, easily closed off,
known to the TV companies, and little used by
most of the public. It is however in the
Grindelwald domain and would attract less
publicity and revenue for Wengen.
The alternative course on the Wengen side
would have to be either the Lauberhorn start to
perhaps above the Hundschopf or Plumpudding
Hill to Innerwengen. Both these courses could
utilise the prepared Lauberhorn course as the race
would have been run only a couple of weeks
before. Given that Wengen is to purchase some
more snow cannons, the chances of the course
being covered should be greatly improved.
SAFETY
Course speeds could easily be regulated by control
gates which could also improve the spectacle with
the racers jockeying for the inside line!
CLUB
Provided this idea is carefully handled it could
provide revenue and prestige for the Club and
hopefully greatly help our village.
Far fetched? I do not think so.
Note - SHEMOZZLE (also: shimmozzle,
shlemozzle, schmozzle) meaning a mess, a scrape,
a rumpus, to make off; Yiddish/German:
Schlimm, bad-Hebrew "Mazzal," luck. For
some the race is all of these.
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HOTEL PE5TAUDANT

OAPDICE'
new, r u s t i c
comfortable
at the end from the downhill
near the rai luiay-stat Ion

bar
restaurant
tea-room
sunny-terrace
superb views
chalet-style hotel
spacious rooms and balcony south-fathing
rooms with galleries enabling families and friends
all rooms equipped with tv, radio, direct-dial telephone,
mini bar, save and hair-dryer;
some bathrooms have whirlpool

sauna; soft-steam-; herbal-baths
fitness; solarium; massage
for alt guests from Wengen
Hedy Graf; Hotel Caprice
tel 036/ 55 41 41
fax 036/ 55 41 44
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FOR S A L E
STUDIO IN HOTEL EIGER, WENGEN

Room 407 in the Hotel Eiger with balcony facing south
is a Studio which can be used as such by the owner or
used by the Hotel as a normal hotel room when the
owner is absent.
Maximum use by the owner is limited to five weeks per
annum.
During the last five years with an average use of 3 to 4
weeks per annum by the owner, after paying all costs
and charges on the studio, the Hotel has produced for
the owner a net income of approximately S.F. 5,000 per
annum.

Sale Price

S.F. 120,000

For full details contact:
Mr Ablanalp
Treuhand Zwahlen A.G.
13 Hoheweg
3800 Interlaken
Tel: 036 221 221
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THE
MEETING
PLACE
FOR
THE
MEMBERS
OF T H E
D.H.O.
CLUB,
THE SKI C L U B O F G R E A T B R I T A I N
AND
THE
WENGEN
SKI
CLUB

HOTEL EIGEM
RESTAURANT AND GRILLROOM NEAR THE RAILWAY STATION

E X C E L L E N T
LOCAL

V

LAGER

SPECIAL

BEER

DISHES
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